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The Coultaud-MercierAffair and Bertier's
Experiments,1767-1777
By James Evans*

The clouds of prejudicethroughwhich we see objects distort them to the point that, for us,
they no longer resemble themselves.
-Mercier, Journal des Beaux-Artset des Sciences (December 1771)

IN 1769 THE SIXTH ISSUE OF A NEW MONTHLY,the Journal des Beaux-Artset
des Sciences, opened an attackon Newton's law of gravitation.In the first articleof the
Junenumber,JeanCoultauddescribedpendulumexperimentscarriedout in the mountains
of Savoy. The experiments,apparentlyconductedwith great care, seemed to prove that,
contraryto Newton's inverse-squarelaw, the weight of an object actually increases with
its distance above the surface of the earth. Coultau-d'sresults were soon confirmedby
Mercier,as well as by FatherJoseph-EtienneBertier,who performeda completelydifferent
sort of experimentin the Churchof the Oratoryin Paris. These refutationsof Newton's
law of attractionwere in turn refutedby leading mathematiciansand mechanicianssuch
as Jean le Rond d'Alembert and Joseph-Jeromede Lalande. The anomalous gravity experimentsprovoked an eight-year debate markedby controversy,rising tempers, and a
fresh roundof experimentsby investigatorsall over France(see the Appendix).The debate
appearsall the more remarkablewhen one learnsthatthe firstroundof experimentsnever
took place and that Coultaudand Mercier,the authorsof the first papers, were fictitious
persons. Obviously, more than a detail of physics was at stake.
It is well known that Newton's theory of universal gravitationwas resisted on the
* Departmentof Physics, University of Puget Sound, Tacoma, Washington98416; jcevans@ups.edu.
I am gratefulto Michel Lernerand to Guy Picolet for help in findingmaterialin France.Thanksare due also
to the Daedalus Society of the University of Puget Sound and to the History of Science Reading Group at the
University of Washington,who heardand reactedto preliminaryversions of this work, and to Thomas Hankins
and Bruce Hevly for carefulreadingof a draftof the article.The generosity of RichardEvans in London and of
Libby Grenet and Franz Grenet in Paris made the researchfor this work not only possible but bearable.This
work could not have been completed without the supportof a Faculty Research Grantfrom the University of
Puget Sound.
Isis, 1996, 87: 74-107
? 1996 by The History of Science Society. All rights reserved.
0021-1753/96/8401-0001$01.00
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Continentby an alliance of Catholic clergy and Cartesiannaturalphilosophers.' In the
fourthand fifth decades of the eighteenthcentury,the Cartesianposition eroded badly as
Newton's principles received confirmationin three dramatictests. First, the expeditions
of the French Academy of Sciences to Lapland (1736-1737)

and to Peru (1735-1744)

confirmedNewton's argumentthatthe earthshouldbe flattenedat the poles by its rotation.
However, the inverse-squarelaw still faced problemsin celestial mechanics.In particular,
the difficulty of accountingfor the observed motion of the moon's line of apsides using
Newton's principles suggested that the inverse-squarelaw might be mistaken. Neither
LeonhardEuler, nor d'Alembert,nor Newton himself had been able to calculate a result
in agreementwith the observed motion. In the late 1740s Alexis-Claude Clairautshowed
how to do the calculationcorrectly.Clairautalso made a famous and successful prediction
of the date of returnof Halley's comet. In most accounts, it is therefore supposed that
resistanceto Newtonianprincipleslargely ceased by the middle of the 1750s.2
While this is undoubtedly correct as far as the leading French mathematiciansand
astronomerswere concerned,the Coultaud-Mercieraffair demonstratesthat the Cartesian
rear guard kept up a low-grade sniping attack for anothertwo decades. This episode of
fraud,posturing,and self-delusionhas a numberof victims, whom we shall presentlymeet.
Identifyingthe culpritis more difficult-though it shall be attemptednear the end of the
article. Whether we succeed in identifying a culprit is, of course, less importantthan
exploring the history of this affair and understandingthe reasons for such a late and
surprisinglyvigorous attackon the principlesof Newton.3Besides asking who did it, we
want especially to know why. In seeking an answer to this question we shall have to
become acquaintedwith an underclassof late Enlightenmentculture,the anti-Newtonian
rear guard.We shall also need to consider the politics of scientific publicationin France
and the role of the periodicalpress in scientific debate.
COULTAUD'S EXPERIMENT

In the Journal des Beaux-Artset des Sciences for June 1769, an articleby Jean Coultaud,
"formerprofessorof physics at Turin,"describeda series of pendulumexperimentscarried
out in the mountainsof Savoy. Coultaudhad retiredfrom teaching to his family home in
Samoens. He had long meditatedon the mystery of Newton's attraction,but it was to his
sojournamong the immense mountainsof the Alps that he owed the idea for his experiI A good example is the oppositionto Newtonianismby the teachersof physics in the Jesuit schools of France.
See Fran,ois de Dainville, S.J., "L'enseignementscientifiquedans les colleges des Jesuites,"in Enseignement
et diffusiondes sciences en France au XVIIIesiecle, ed. Rene Taton (Paris:Hermann,1964), pp. 27-65.
2 For an account of the expeditions see Tom B. Jones, The Figure of the Earth (Lawrence,Kans.: Coronado,
1967). Referencesto recentscholarshipare given in MaryTerrall,"Maupertuisand Eighteenth-CenturyScientific
Culture"(Ph.D. diss., Univ. California,Los Angeles, 1987), pp. 6-13. For a discussion of the geodetic operations
see J. L. Heilbron, WeighingImponderablesand Other QuantitativeScience around 1800 (Historical Studies in
the Physical and Biological Sciences, Suppl. to Vol. 24, Pt. 1) (Berkeley: Univ. CaliforniaPress, 1993), pp.
213-231. On Clairaut'scalculationsand the debate over the inverse-squarelaw see Craig B. Waff, "Universal
Gravitationand the Motion of the Moon's Apogee: The Establishmentand Reception of Newton's InverseSquareLaw, 1687-1749" (Ph.D. diss., Johns Hopkins Univ., 1975); and CurtisWilson, "Clairaut'sCalculation
of the Eighteenth-CenturyReturnof Halley's Comet,"Journalfor the History of Astronomy,1993, 24:1-15. For
the end of resistance to Newton's principles see, e.g., Thomas L. Hankins, Science and the Enlightenment
(Cambridge:CambridgeUniv. Press, 1985), pp. 37-41.
3Delambre, who was himself a member of the Academy, said that Pierre Bouguer, who died in 1758, was
"thelast apostle of Cartesianismat the Academy."See Jean-Baptiste-JosephDelambre,Histoire de l'astronomie
au dix-huitiemesiecle (Paris, 1827), p. 364. A brief synopsis of "the BertierControversy"was publishedin A.
Stanley MacKenzie, The Laws of Gravitation:Memoirs by Newton, Bouguer, and Cavendish together with
Abstractsof OtherImportantMemoirs (New York: AmericanBook Co., 1900), pp. 47-49.
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ment.He was awareof the demonstrationby JeanRicherthata pendulumclock at Cayenne,
nearthe equator,runsmore slowly than a clock at-the middle latitudes.Coultaudtherefore
providedhimself with "two excellent pendulumclocks executed by one of the most able
clockmakersof Geneva,"for which he paid dearly.The clocks were constructedaccording
to the principlesof Julien Leroy, to minimize changes in the oscillation rate with heat or
cold, due to the expansion or contractionof the metals. In short, these clocks were the
best possible. Moreover,Coultaudspent five months testing the clocks before satisfying
himself that they would do.4
Furnished, then, with these clocks, Coultaud had a wooden cabin constructedon a
mountainledge, at an elevation of 1,085 toises above his own farm. One of the clocks, in
the care of Coultaud'sfriend, M. Andrier,an "intelligent,active, and educatedman,"was
transportedto the cabin.5The other clock remainedat Coultaud's place of residence.The
two men agreed to startthe clocks at the midnightbeginning 1 July 1767. To guarantee
simultaneousstarts,Coultaudplaced one of his brotherson the mountain,at a place roughly
halfway between Coultaud'shabitationand the cabin above. During the day of 30 June
the brotherplaced a signal towardwhich the two observersaimed rules, so thatthey might
know where to look duringthe night. Near midnight,the brotherfired a gun, which was
the signal to preparefor the visual signal to follow. Then he lit a large quantityof powder
in the open air.The flashwas the signal to let go the restraintsholdingback the pendulums.
The two clocks were thus started simultaneously.Although both clocks had been constructedto minimize the effects of temperaturevariations,it was nevertheless agreed to
keep each clock at 12 degrees above the ice point. Andrierhad to keep a stove going to
maintainthe upperclock at the agreed-upontemperature.
Coultaudhad expectedthe upperclock to runmore slowly. The same predictionobtained
whether one followed "Huyghensand the other partisansof centrifugalforces" or "the
principlesof the Newtonians."After two months, at midnighton 1 September,the clocks
were stopped accordingto a proceduresimilarto the one used to startthem. The brother
produced a powder flash, upon which Coultaud and Andrier noted the positions of the
minute and second hands of the clocks. Coultaudwrites: "Onecan judge how impatientI
was to see my friend again. We awaited him in my house, where my brotherand I had
reunited.M. Andrierrejoinedus therethe next day.... On his arrivalI comparedour two
notes, and I was astonished."'6 The upper clock had run more rapidly and was ahead by
27 minutes,20 seconds. The conclusion was inescapable.The weight of an oscillating bob
was greater at the upper station than at the lower. The inverse-squarelaw of Newton
seemed to be refuted.
This was so contraryto what Coultaud had expected that he doubted his results. He
spent the fall and winter runningthe clocks side-by-side in his house to verify again that
4Jean Coultaud,"Lettrede M. Jean Coultaud,ancien professeurde physique a Turin, a M. I'Abb6 Aubert,
auteurdu Journaldes Beaux-Arts& des Sciences,"Journaldes Beaux-Artset des Sciences, June 1769, pp. 389419, on pp. 389, 394-395 (here and throughout,translationsare mine unless otherwiseindicated).The letterwas
dated "A Samoins en Faucigni, Province de Savoye, ce 15 Novembre 1768." On Richer's demonstrationsee
J. W. Olmstead,"The Scientific Expeditionof Jean Richer to Cayenne (1672-1673)," Isis, 1942, 34:117-128.
mechanismto keep the efThe clockmakerJulien Leroy (1686-1759) introduceda temperature-compensating
fective length of the pendulumapproximatelyconstant.
5Coultaud, "Lettrede M. Jean Coultaud,"p. 397. The toise was the unit of length commonly used in surveying
in French-speakinglands before the metricreformof the 1790s. Roughly equivalentto the English fathom, the
toise was divided into 6 feet, each of which contained 12 inches (pouces), each of which was divided into 12
lines (lignes). One toise was approximately1.95 meters. See R. E. Zupko,Revolutionin Measurement:Western
Weightsand Measures since the Age of Science (Memoirs of the AmericanPhilosophicalSociety, 186) (Philadelphia:AmericanPhilosophicalSociety, 1990), pp. 114-115.
6 Coultaud,"Lettrede M. Jean Coultaud,"pp. 401, 403.
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they marchedat the same rate. The following summer(1768) he repeatedthe experiment,
this time reversingthe positionsof the two clocks. Also, in spite of his opinionof Andrier's
merits, Coultaud could not help suspecting that his friend had done something amiss.
Therefore, "despite his infirmities,"Coultaud himself climbed to the upper cabin and
remainedthere for two months.7He placed his brotherin the house in the valley bottom
and relegated Andrier to the role of signaler. Nevertheless, the result of the previous
summerwas confirmed.The upper clock gained 28 minutes,25 seconds, in the 61 days.
Now, one might suppose thatthe upperpendulumran more quickly because the air was
less dense at the upper station. Coultaudthereforeused two portablebarometersof his
own invention to investigatethe air pressureat the lower house, at the signal station (560
toises higher), and at the upper cabin (1,085 toises above the lower station). The signal
station was about halfway between the house and the cabin. An extensive series of measurementsshowed that the air pressure at the signal station was always about halfway
between the values measuredat the upper and lower stations. Thus the air pressuredecreased linearly with height, at about the rate of 1 ligne of mercuryfor every 12 toises of
elevation. This implied that the successive layers of air all had the same density. The
density of the air was thereforeeliminatedas a cause of the difference in the clock rates.
Coultaudpointedout that,in each of the two experiments,the differencein the readings
of the two clocks was about 1/3,000 of the elapsed time (half an hour is about 1/3,000 of
61 days). Also, the differencebetween the elevationsof the two stationswas about 1/3,000
of the radius of the earth (1,085 toises is about 1/3,000 of 3,270,000 toises, Coultaud's
figure for the radius of the earth).This seemed to imply that the weight of a pendulum
bob does not vary as the inverse squareof its distance from the center of the earth but,
rather,increasesin directproportionto the distance.Coultaudconcluded, "Attractionand
the laws that one attributesto it find their coffin in these facts," but he refrainedfrom
engaging in "long reasonings"about the furtherimplications of his experiments. "Men
better instructedand shrewderthan I will no doubt performthis task after repeatingthe
experimentsI have described."8
MERCIER'S CONFIRMATION AND THE RESPONSE OF THE NEWTONIANS

Coultaud'sarticle was published in the Journal des Beaux-Artset des Sciences for June
1769. The first public response came on 10 June, in the form of a paperread at the Paris
Academy of Sciences by Jean le Rond d'Alembert.9D'Alembert accepted Coultaud's
experimentsas carefully made, but he could not accept Coultaud's conclusions for the
figure of the earth and the system of gravitation.He calculated that, under the inversesquarelaw, the weight of an object would be the same at the top of a mountainas at its
base if the density of the mountainwere greaterthan the mean density of the globe in the
ratio4 to 3. Moreover,he showed thatthe accelerationof Coultaud'supperpendulum(28
minutesin 2 months) could be accountedfor if the density of the mountainexceeded the
mean density of the globe in the ratio of about 8 to 3.
Three days later, d'Alembert sent a letter to the Journal quoting the results of these
7Ibid., p. 405.

8Ibid., pp. 411, 413-414.
9 See Jean le Rond d'Alembert, Opuscules mathematiques,Vol. 6 (Paris, 1773). Article 4, "Surl'effet de la
pesanteurau sommet & au pied des montagnes"(pp. 85-92), was the basis of the paperthat d'Alembertread at
the Academy on 10 June 1769. In 1772 d'Alembert wrote an "Addition a la article pr6cedent"(pp. 93-97),
which extended his argumentand also took account of Mercier's claims.
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calculations.It arrivedin time to appearin the July issue.'0 D'Alembert also arguedthat,
because the densityof the surfacelayers of the earthmight be greaterthanthe mean density
of the globe, it could easily happenthat the ratio of the density of the Alps to the density
of the earth at the foot of the mountainswas much less than 8 to 3. This response must
have been maddeningto the anti-Newtonians:it dismissed Coultaud's results as due to
regions of anomalouslyhigh density, while claimingin advancethatthese anomaliesmight
not be detectableby density measurementsof rock samples. It seemed to say that experimental attackson Newton's system of attractionwere simply not to be entertained.
D'Alembertconcluded by pointing out that Coultaud'sresults certainlycould not hold
for all mountains and cited the well-known results obtained by Pierre Bouguer in the
Frenchexpeditionto SouthAmerica.'"The weight of a pendulumbob was less at Pichincha
than at Quito, and less at Quito than at the edge of the sea. Pichinchais 2,434 toises above
sea level; Quito, 1,466. Unfortunatelyand perversely,througha mistake of the editor or
printer,less was changed to greater, and the July issue of the Journal des Beaux-Artset
des Sciences appearedwith d'Alembertapparentlyciting Bouguerin supportof Coultaud's
results!This typographicalerrorled some writersastrayin the course of the controversy.12
If the Newtonians believed that the new evidence could be so easily dismissed, they
were soon set right. Coultaud'scall for others to repeathis experimentswas taken up by
Mercier.The original results were confirmedwith striking clarity. Mercier's paper took
the form of an open letter addressed to Johann Gessner of the University of Zurich.'3
Mercier's experimentswere similarin type to Coultaud'sbut differed in some details.
Mercierlived in Valais. At first he did not requirethe constructionof a special cabin at
the upperstation,as Coultaudhad, but availedhimself of a cheese house located 514 toises
higher than his own residence. Mercierrepeatedthe experimentseveral times, so that he
might vary the height difference. Thus, he also used the house of his friend, a certain
CaptainMuller, located 210 toises above his own house. Finally, seeking the largest possible height difference,Mercierbuilt an eight-by-ten-footcabin of boardssome 847 toises
above his residence. Like Coultaud,Mercierhad a temperature-compensating
clock built
accordingto the principlesof Julien Leroy. But at first he had only had one clock. It was
allowed to run for a few months at the lower station,then transportedto the upperstation
for a few months.The staltingandstoppingwere regulatedby takingmeridianobservations
of the sun at the lower station and signaling the moment of noon with a gunshot. Later,
Mercier had a second clock built, in Lausanne, and was able to carry out experiments
exactly like the original experimentsof Jean Coultaud.
The results were essentially the same. The upper clock ran faster, and the difference
between the clock rates was proportionalto the difference in height. Mercier'sresults are
summarizedin the table below: Ar is the differencein elevation between the two stations;
Jean le Rond d'Alembert,"Lettrede M. d'Alembert ...,. J. Beaux-ArtsSci., July 1769, pp. 159-162.
11PierreBouguer (1698-1758) was a memberof the Frenchgeodetic expedition to Peru. He gave an account
of the meridiansurvey and of his pendulumexperimentsin Lafigure de la terre (Paris, 1749). An extractdevoted
to the gravity measurementsin Peru is given in English translationin MacKenzie, Laws of Gravitation(cit. n.
3).
12 For example, Abb6 Genet of the College Mazarin,who was the royal censor chargedwith examining each
issue of the Journal des Beaux-Artset des Sciences, contributeda piece to the debate: Genet, "Lettrede M.
l'Abbe Genet... a M. Mercier... pourr6pondrea sa lettreins6r6eau mois de d6cembredernier. . .," J. BeauxArts Sci., Jan. 1772, pp. 5-35. In his discussion, Genet got tangled up by the misprintin d'Alembert's letter.
13 Mercier, "Lettrea M. Gessner, professeur de physique dans l'Universit6 de Zurich,"J. Beaux-ArtsSci.,
Dec. 1771, pp. 389-416. The letterwas dated "A Sion en Valais, ce 15 Aouit1771." On JohannGessner (17091790) see James Roger Hansen, "Scientific Fellowship in a Swiss Community Enlightenment:A History of
Zurich's Physical Society, 1746-1798" (Ph.D. diss., Ohio State Univ., 1981).
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r, the radius of the earth; T, the time elapsed; AT, the difference between the clock readings
at the two stations.

First trial
Second trial
Thirdtrial

Ar
r

AT
T

514t/r = 1/6,362
210t/r = 1/15,571
847t/r = 1/3,861

21m08s/90d = 1/6,132
15-06s/177d = 1/16,879

21m05s/61d= 1/4,166

In each case, ATIT was nearly equal to ArIr. The astronomer Lalande published a short
note in the Journal des Sgavans, dismissing Mercier's results as due to local density
anomalies.14 Thus Lalande performed the same service for Mercier as d'Alembert had for
Coultaud.
THREE ANTI-NEWTONIANS

In the public debate three anti-Newtonians played major roles: J.-C.-F. de La Perriere,
J.-E. Bertier, and J.-P. David. Each of these three had previously articulated a system of
the world incompatible with Newtonian principles. Each felt he had been ignored or abused
by the Newtonian establishment. And, as we shall see, each seized upon Coultaud's pendulum experiment as affording decisive new evidence in support of his own views. Collectively, these three men nicely represent the anti-Newtonian rear guard of the 1760s and
1770s. Let us meet them and see what use they made of Coultaud's paper.

La Perriere
The first to enter the fray was J.-C.-F. de La Perriere, the seigneur of Roiffe, a scientific
dilettante and the inventor of an electrical system of the universe.15 La Perriere's credentials
as an anti-Newtonian were amply established in 1761 when he sent letters to the Paris
weekly, L'Avant-Coureur, calling into doubt the conclusions of the French academicians
who had determined the earth to be flattened at its poles. La Perriere was not, however, a
mere anti-Newtonian, for he opposed both the system of Newton and the system of Descartes and preferred to construct his own. At the beginning of his New Celestial and
Terrestrial Physics, he placed these verses beneath his own portrait:
De Descartes et de Newton
Osant attaquerles systemes,
De la Natureil prit le ton
Et decouvritles lois supremes;
Et de leur lumineux flambeau
Il eclaira son systeme nouveau.'6
14
Joseph-Jer6meLe Franqaisde Lalande, "Remarquessur de nouvelles experiences de pesanteur,"Journal
des SVavans,Aug. 1772, pp. 545-547.
15 His full name is
de La Perrierede Roiffe (1694-1776). Roiffe is in the valley of
Jacques-Charles-Franqois
the Loire, south-south-eastof Saumur.When Coultaud'spaperwas published,La Perrierewas living in Paris.
16
"Daringto attackthe systems/of Descartes and of Newton/he took his tone from Nature/anddiscoveredthe
supremelaws;/withtheirluminoustorch/heilluminatedhis new system."These verses are quotedfrom the article
Vol. 29 (Paris:FirminDidot Freres, 1859), col. 519,
on La Perrierede Roiffe in Nouvelle biographie gMne'rale,
in which they are said to be from La Perriere,Nouvellephysique ce'lesteet terrestrea la porte'ede tout le monde,
3 vols. (Paris, 1766). However, in the only two copies of Nouvelle physique celeste et terrestrethat I have been
able to consult, the portraitand the verses are not to be found. La Perri6re'slettersto L'AvantCoureurappeared
in the numbersfor 1 and 6 June and 17 and 24 Aug. 1761.
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La Perrieretirelessly expoundedhis new system of the universe, first of all in the two
volumes of his Mechanismsof Electricity and of the Universe. When it dawned on him
thatfew readerswere willing to wade throughthese dense and obscuretomes, he produced
an Extract,in a merciful sixty-one pages, which remainsthe most useful-and only readable-introduction to his electricalsystem of the universe.17The threevolumes of his New
Celestial and TerrestrialPhysics, publishedfive years later, sell the same system.
During the controversyover the anomalousgravity experiments,La Perrierepublished
a Burlesque Decree, ostensibly delivered in the grand chamberof the Parnassusof the
Huronsand Illinois. The joke goes like this. A delegationof Cartesians,Newtonians, and
Cartesi-Newtonians,united for their common defense, has petitionedthe court for action
againstthe dangerousLa Perriere,who threatensto underminetheir doctrineswith a systematicphysics based on incontestablemechanicalprinciples.The courtthereforedecrees
that La Perriereshall be excluded for life from all prizes, titles, and literaryhonors. All
members, associates, and correspondentsof academies are forbidden to have any commerce, communication,or society with him or to enterinto disputewith him, as this might
lead to the subversionof the received systems. Moreover,the courtdecreesthatthe planets
shall continueto move in elliptical orbits (althoughLa Perrierehas refutedthem) and that
light shall continueto acceleratein passing from air to water;the doctrinesof the plenum
and of the void (though mutually contradictory)are both declaredinfallible. The decree
was dated "the-forty-fifthday of June, year of the world 17770."18
Not surprisingly,the ParisianNewtonians consideredLa Perrierea crackpot.Lalande
especially found him nettlesome, and with good reason. La Perrierehad accused Lalande
and Pierre-CharlesLe Monnierof stealing his ideas on the refractionof light by planetary
atmospheres.Lalande and Le Monnier did not deign to respond to La Perriere'scomplaints.19While the Newtoniansthus formed a solid phalanxagainstLa Perriere,the ranks
of the anti-Newtonianswere rent by internalsquabbles.For La Perrierehimself had been
accused of plagiarismby one Charles Rabiqueau,who had invented his own electrical
system of the universe,based, like La Perriere's,on impulsionin a plenum.20Thus, at the
time of the anomalousgravity experiments,we shouldpictureLa Perriereas a thoroughly
alienatedoutsider,squabblingwith the establishmentNewtonians, who held him at arm's
length, as well as with Cartesiansof various stripes.
17J.-C.-F. de La Perriere,Mecanismes de l'e'lectricite'
et de l'univers, 2 vols. (Paris, 1756); and La Perri6re,
Extrait du nouveau systeme ge'neralde physique et d'astronomie ou du systeme electrique de l'univers, de M.
La Perriere de RoiffiW,
pour servir d'eclaircissement aux deux premiers volumes imprimes l'an 1756 (Paris,
1761).
18 J.-C.-F. de La Perriere,Arret burlesquedonne sur requete et par defaut en la grand chambredu Parnasse
illinois et huron, en faveur & pour le maintien des doctrines de Descartes et de Newton, contre celle de La
Perriere, qui les contrarie (Paris, 1770), p. 32.
19 For the accusationsof plagiarismsee La Perriere,Nouvelle physique celeste et terrestre(cit. n. 16), Vol. 2,
pp. v-ix; and Plaidoyer de M. l'avocat gen6ral du Se'natlitte6raire(Paris, 1768). The page following the title
page carries the notice, "Plaidoyerpour M. de La Perriere. . ., demandeur,contre MM. Le Mosnier et de La
Lande, academiciens,etc., accus6s, defendeurset d6faillans;et encore entre [sic] M. CharlesRabiqueau,avocat
en Parlement,ing6nieuropticien du Roi ... intervenantet demandeuren complaintepossessoire, contre mondit
sieur de La Perrierede Roiff6, d6fendeur."Lalandelater had this to say about La Perri6re'sBurlesqueDecree:
"One recognizes in this bad joke the style and the ignoranceof the author";see Joseph-Jer6meLe Franqaisde
Lalande,Bibliographieastronomique(Paris, [1803J), p. 520.
20 CharlesRabiqueau,Le spectacle dufeu e'lmentaire; ou, cours d'e'lectricite'
experimentale... on y explique
en outre la cause de la chute des corps au centre de la terre ... (Paris, 1753). Rabiqueau(fl. 1753-1783) was
a lawyer by profession, but, as an entrepreneurde spectacles, he also gave public science shows in Paris. For
this purposehe maintaineda collection of physics demonstrationapparatusat the H6tel de Carignan,in the rue
Bailleul. See Jean Torlais, "La physique experimentale,"in Enseignementet diffusion des sciences, ed. Taton
(cit. n. 1), pp. 619-645, on p. 641.
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La Perriere'sresponse to the anomalousgravity experimentswas not what one might
have expected from an anti-Newtonian.In fact, he sought to demonstratethat the results
were not due to variationsin weight at all but, rather,to temperatureeffects. Throughall
this, La Perriereshowed greatconsistency. Some years earlier,he had objectedon exactly
the same grounds to the conclusions drawn about the shape of the earth by the French
academicianswho had gone to Laplandand Peru.21La Perriere's argumentis quite clever,
because it disposes of several kinds of observationalevidence with a single principle.
If a pendulumis observed to run faster, there are two possible explanations:either the
earth'sattraction(as we would say, the value of g) is greater,or the length of the pendulum
is shorter.Accordingto La Perriere,Coultaud's upperclock ran fasterbecause the cold in
the mountainshad shortenedthat pendulum.Of course, Coultaudhad controlledfor temperatureby keeping a stove going at the upper station. But, according to La Perriere,
artificialheat is not as effective as naturalheat in dilating materials.
Exactly the same principle explained the results of the academicianssent to Lapland
and Peru.The surveyswere conductedusing standardmetalrulers2 toises long. According
to La Perriere,the heat nearthe equatormade the standardtoise longer. Thus fewer toises
were requiredto span a degree of latitude. The academicianswere mistaken to infer a
flatteningof the earthfrom their measurements.
JeanRicherhad shown that a pendulumruns more slowly at Cayenne,nearthe equator,
than at Paris. Similarly, the academic expedition to Laplandhad found that a pendulum
runs more rapidly there than at Paris. According to La Perriere,the heat at the equator
lengthenedRicher's pendulumand so slowed it down. The cold contractedthe pendulum
at Pello, in Lapland,and made it run faster.
Thus, one principlesufficedto explain threedifferentkinds of observations:Coultaud's
and Mercier's experiments on the variation of pendulum rate with altitude (judged by
othersto be fatal to Newtonianattraction),the experimentsof Richerand the academicians
on the variationof pendulumrate with latitude,and the academicians'surveys in Lapland
and Peru (bothjudged by others to be fatal to Cartesianphysics).
What was La Perriere'sgame? La Perrierepointed out that there were two competing
systems of centralforces. One system (Newton's) requiredthe weight to be greaterat the
base of a mountainand the other (the Cartesians')requiredit to be less. The results of the
pendulumexperimentscould therefore,at least potentially,be fatal to one system or the
other. But, said La Perriere,if the weight were the same at the base and the summit of a
mountain,this would refute both systems. La Perrieremaintainedjust this-that weight
does not vary with height. Moreover, the earth is neither flattened at the poles, as the
Newtonians say, nor elongatedat the poles, as the Cartesiansclaim. Rather,the earth is a
perfect sphere. La Perriereclaimed, with some justification, that no Newtonian and no
Cartesiancould accommodateall of the experimentsin a single system.
Bertier
The writerwho participatedmore earnestlythanany otherin the debatewas Joseph-Etienne
Bertier (1702-1783), a priest of the Congregationof the Oratory.Bertierwas the author
21
For La Perriere'sresponse to the pendulumexperimentssee J.-C.-F. de La Perriere,"Lettrede M. de La
Perrierede Roiffe ... au sujet de celle de M. Jean Coultaud. . .," J. Beaux-ArtsSci., Dec. 1769, pp. 299-402;
La Perri6re,"Observationsde M. de La Perrierede Roiff6, sur I'accel6rationdu pendule parisiena Pello, & sur
celle des pendules de M. Coultaud...," ibid., Feb. 1771, pp. 287-3 10; and La Perriere,"Observationsde M.
de La Peffiere de Roiffe, sur l'explication des acc6lerationsdes pendules du pied au sommet des montagnes,
propos6epar M. Genet. . . ," ibid., May 1772, pp. 197-234. For the earlierobjection to a flattenedearthsee La
Perriere,Nouvelle physique celeste et terrestre(cit. n. 16), Vol. 1, pp. 48-54, Vol. 2, pp. 353-357.
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of a dissertationon the question of whetherthe air of respirationpasses into the blood,
which won a prize from the Royal Academy of Bordeaux. In later life he turnedfrom
biology to physics, and he taughtphilosophy, chemistry,and physics at several houses of
the Oratoryin France.In 1748 he was named a correspondantof R.-A. Reaumurof the
Academy of Sciences. Bertier'sletterswere occasionallyreadat the meetings of the Academy.22

From 1752 to 1756 Bertiertaughtat the house of the Oratoryin Montmorency,northwest
of Paris.He was at Montmorencywhen Jean-JacquesRousseauarrivedto live, first,at the
Hermitageof Madamed'Epinay, a few miles from Montmorency,and later in Montmorency proper.This was the periodin which Rousseaucompletedhis most influentialworks:
La nouvelle Heloise, Emile, andLe contratsocial. Bertiergot on well with Rousseau,who,
at least at first,found his simplicity and good natureappealing.In book 10 of his Confessions, Rousseaulists his friendsfrom this stage of his life; he has this to say aboutBertier's
personality:
I had at Montmorencythe Oratoriansand among othersFatherBertier,professorof physics, to
whom, despite his light varnishof pedantry,I had attachedmyself because of a certainair of
good-naturednessthat I found in him. However, I had troublereconciling this great simplicity
with the desire and the arthe had of pushing himself everywhere,among the Great,among the
ladies, among the devout, among the philosophes;he knew how to be everythingto everyone.

Rousseau is not an especially reliable witness on the charactersof others, for he had
scarcely a friend with whom he did not break. But his assessment of Bertier was apt.
Bertier was generous and had little regardfor money; but he wanted to be liked and he
hungeredfor recognition.23His physical treatises are pedantic and reveal a thinkerwho
was a generationbehind the science of his times.
By the time of the Coultaud-Merciercontroversy,Bertierhad retiredfrom active teaching. His orderrewardedhim by bringinghim to Paris to live at the house of the Oratory
in the rue St. Honore. This was not a retirementfor everyone. It was reserved for those
elderly Oratorianswho had earnedit "by long and assiduous services, and for those who
[could] honor it by their knowledge and theirlights." At Paris, Bertierdevoted himself to
physics. He was inextricablyattachedto the system of Descartes.As he was presentfrom
time to time at court, he was known by sight to the king, Louis XV. On one occasion,
when the king noticed him, he said, "Voila,the vortex man!"24
22
E. Bonnardet,"JosephEtienneBertier,pretrede l'Oratoire. . . " L'Oratoirede France, Oct. 1937, 28:312317. On the Congregationof the Oratorysee Pierre Costabel, "L'Oratoirede France et ses colleges," in Enseignement et diffusion des sciences, ed. Taton (cit. n. 1), pp. 67-100. For the prize-winningdissertationsee
Joseph-EtienneBertier,Dissertationsur cette question:Si l'air de la respirationpasse dans le sang. .. , Recueil
des dissertationsqui ont remport6le prix a l'Acade'mieRoyale des Belles-Lettres,Sciences et Arts de Bordeaux,
Vol. 5 (Bordeaux, 1739). For Bertier's status as correspondantsee Index biographiquedes membreset correspondants de LAcad6mie des Sciences du 22 decembre 1666 au 15 novembre 1954 (Paris: Gauthier-Villars,
1954), p. 42. For an example of Bertier's letters to the Academy see BibliothequeNationale (BN), Paris, MS
Fr.n.a.5151, fols. 46-47v. This letterfrom Bertierto the Academyof Sciences is dated 14 Aug. 1751. A penciled
annotationindicates that it was "readat the Academy in December."
23 Jean-JacquesRousseau, Oeuvres completes (Bibliothequede la Pleiade), Vol. 1 (Paris:Editions Gallimard,
1959), pp. 504-505. On one occasion, a propertyin which Bertierhad an interestwent bankruptand he suffered
a greatloss in income. His superiorin the Congregationoffered to makeup some of this loss, but Bertierdeclined
to accept, saying, "1am attachedto nothing, and since Providence has permittedthis test, it is my duty to bear
it. The Congregationis a good mother. She will provide for all my needs":BN, MS Fr. 25681, fol. 108v. (See
note 24.)
24BN, MS Fr. 25681, "Biblioth6quedes ecrivainsde l'Oratoire... ParM. Adry, de l'Oratoire:A Paris, 1790."
This manuscripthas a printedtitle page, but the rest of the volume contains handwrittenentries, alphabetically
arrangedby name. For Bertier see fols. 108-109. The writer, Adry, indicates that he has drawn some of his
informationfrom Clairfontaine'sobituarynotice of Bertierin Journal de Paris, 31 July 1784.
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Indeed, at MontmorencyBertierhad begun writing a book on the physics of comets,
treatedfrom a Cartesianpoint of view. He sought permission from the Academy of Sciences to have this book published under its privilege. This request caused some minor
embarrassment,as shown by the proces-verbalof the meeting at which the academyconsideredBertier'srequest.The difficultywas that Bertier'sbook was "completelyopposed
to the Newtonianphilosophy, almost universallyadoptedtoday."However, the academicians conceded that Bertier's work was defensible "in the hypothesis of the plenum and
of vortices."Thus the academy,"whichpersistsin adoptingno system,"was able to accept
Bertier'shomage and to permitthe book to be publishedunderits privilege. Physiquedes
com'tes was published in 1760, after Bertier had settled in Paris, and he sent copies to
various physicists and friends, including Rousseau. However, Bertier's relations with
Rousseau soon came to an end. After the publicationof the scandalousEmile, in 1762,
Bertier's fellow Oratorianstook him aside and let him know he must have much less to
do with Rousseau.25
At Paris, our Oratorian,Joseph-EtienneBertier, was on good terms with the Jesuit
Guillaume-FranqoisBerthier,the editor of the Journal de Trevoux.G.-F. Berthier(17041782) edited this journal during its most influential years, when it became one of the
leading French literaryjournals and a powerful advocate for social, political, and philosophical conservatism.26In its early days, the Journal de Tr&vouxacquireda reputation
for pugnaciousand intemperatecriticism.When G.-F. Berthierassumed the editorshipin
1745, he resolved to change all that.His editorialpolicy, frequentlyexpressedin the pages
of thejournal,favoredimpartialityandmoderation-except, of course,in mattersof church
and state, in which the obligationsof the journalwere clear. G.-F. Berthierwas an admirer
of Voltaire's early work and was on friendly terms with Rousseau. But as the century
reached its midpoint and the philosophes relentlessly called into doubt received religion
and the organizationof French society, all of that went sour. The Journal de Trevoux
began to criticize Voltaire's irreligion. When the first volume of the Encyclopedie appeared, the Journal attackedits Discours preliminare, provoking replies by d'Alembert
and Diderot and a particularlysavage response by Voltaire. Berthierand the philosophes
became implacableenemies. Berthier'sdefense of the Jesuits and his attacks on the Enmotivatedone of Voltaire's most caustic
cyclopediein the pages of the Journalde Tr&voux
satires, the "Reportof the Illness, Confession, Death, and the Apparitionof the Jesuit
In the story, Berthieris transportingby coach some copies of the Journal de
Berthier."27
25 Proces-verbalof the Academie Royale des Sciences, 22 Aug. 1759; quoted in Joseph Bertrand,L'Academie
des Sciences et les academiciens de 1666 a 1793 (Paris, 1869), pp. 146-147. Joseph-EtienneBertier,Physique
des cometes, dans le sentimentde l'impulsion & du plein (Paris, 1760), was dedicated to the members of the
Academy of Sciences. The preface praises the Academy for not endorsingor condemningsystems. The copy to
Rousseau was accompaniedby a letter: Joseph-EtienneBertier to Jean-JacquesRousseau, 26 June 1760, in
Correspondancecomplete de Jean-JacquesRousseau, ed. R. A. Leigh, Vol. 7 (Geneva: Institutet Musee Voltaire;Madison:Univ. Wisconsin Press, 1969), no. 1036. On the end of Bertier's close friendshipwith Rousseau
see "Bertier(Joseph-Etienne),"in Biographie universelle,ancienne et moderne,Vol. 4 (Paris:Michaud, 1811),
pp. 362-363.
26 Thisjournal,more accuratelycalled Memoirespour 1'Historiedes Sciences et des Beaux-Arts,was originally
edited by the Jesuits of the College de Louis-le-Grandin Paris and printedat the establishmentof the duc Du
Maine in Tr6voux,just northof Lyons. By 1734 the journalwas being printedas well as edited at Paris. For the
last three decades of its life it continued, nevertheless,to be referredto familiarly as the Journal de Trevoux.
See John N. Pappas,Berthier'sJournalde Tr6vouxand the Philosophes (Studies on Voltaire and the Eighteenth
Century,3) (Geneva:Institutet Mus6e Voltaire, 1957); Claude Bellanger et al., Histoire generale de la presse
franCaise,5 vols. (Paris:Presses Univ. France, 1969), Vol. 1, pp. 219-240; and Pascale Ferrand,"Memoiresde
Trevoux,"in Dictionnaire des journaux 1600-1789, ed. Jean Sgard (Paris:Universitas, 1991), pp. 805-816.
27 Voltaire, "Relationde la maladie, de la confession, de la mort, et de l'apparitiondu Jesuite Berthier,"in
Oeuvrescompletede Voltaire,2nd ed. (Paris, 1825), Vol. 61, pp. 71-88. This farce was firstpublishedin 1759.
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Trdvouxto present to his protecteurs and protectrices. He soon falls ill. A doctor determines that he has been poisoned and asks the coachmanwhetherhe has been transporting
dangeroussubstancesfor an apothecary.The coachmanreplies that all he has with him
are two dozen copies of the Journalde Trvoux. "Well,gentlemen,"says the doctor,"Was
I wrong?"As a remedy, he prescribesthat Berthierswallow a page of the Encyclopedie
with some white wine. Berthierdies anyway, but first confesses, which gives Voltaire a
chance to rehearsea long list of offenses by the Jesuits.
Our Oratorian,Joseph-EtienneBertier, resided in Paris from about 1756. In 1762 the
Society of Jesus was suppressedin France. When Bertierheard the news, he ran immediately to the dwelling of his friend G.-F. Berthier,the editor of the Journal de Trdvoux,
to express his regret and to offer whatevermaterialaid he might. The Oratorianand the
Jesuit embracedone anotherwith tears in their eyes.28
During the Coultaud-Merciercontroversy, Bertier was engaged in writing a treatise
called Physical Principles to Serve as a Continuationto the "MathematicalPrinciples"
of Newton.29Throughthree volumes, Bertier took up all the phenomena of physics and
chemistry,one at a time. He describedin detail how each phenomenonwas explained by
the Newtonians (or, as Bertier called them, the vacuistes & attractionaires)and by the
Cartesians(6theriens & impulsionnaires).Then he worked througheach camp's rebuttal
of the other's arguments.Bertierclaimed to be an advocate for neither system and maintained that his job was simply to provide a neutralaccount of all the evidence. And he
tried to avoid a direct affront to the authorityof Newton by constantly distinguishing
between "mathematicalattraction"(which, accordingto Bertier, was all that Newton insisted upon) and "physicalor real attraction."Bertierdid not object to the use of effective
attractionas a mathematicalconvenience. What galled him was any claim of an actual
physical attractionbetween separatedbodies. Thus he intendedhis Physical Principles to
complementand complete the MathematicalPrinciples of Newton.
The first three volumes of Bertier's work appearedin 1764, just before the CoultaudMercier affair began. The fourth volume appearedin 1770, in the middle of the controversy, and incorporatedthe resultsof Coultaud'spendulumexperiments.On the title page,
Bertierboldly announced:"Nature,consulted by new experiments,decides the questions
which divided all modem physicists."The indecision of the first three volumes has disappeared,and Coultaud's experimentis presented as decisive new evidence against attractionand the void. Threeyears later,Bertierwas referringto the "immortalexperiments
of the Alps," from which it followed that "gravitationis not the effect of the physical
attractionof the terrestrialmass."30There is thereforeno doubt aboutBertier's allegiance
to Descartes or about the utility he saw in the pendulum experimentsof Coultaud and
Mercier. Pendulumsin the mountainshad destroyed one world view and vindicated another.
However,Bertierhimself hadno experimentalevidence to offer in supportof Coultaud's
and Mercier's results. Rather,he attemptedto prove by reason that objects must weigh
more the higher they are placed, up to a certain height not yet known. Bertier's proofs,
which have the form of thoughtexperiments,were repeatedand elaboratedin a long series
BN, MS Fr. 25681. This story is also told in the article on Bertierin Biographie universelle (cit. n. 25).
Joseph-EtienneBertier,Principesphysiques,pour servir de suite aux "Principesmathe'matiques"
de Newton, 4 vols. (Paris, 1764-1770).
30
Joseph-EtienneBertier,Principesphysiquesdans lesquels la natureconsulte6e
par des experiencesnouvelles,
decide les questionsqui partageoient tous les physiciens modernes,Vol. 4 (Paris, 1770); and Bertier,"Lettredu
P. Bertier . . . ," J. Beaux-ArtsSci., May 1773, pp. 325-340, on pp. 325-326.
28
29
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of publications.3'Here is one of the simplest.Imaginetwo bodies elevated above the earth,
stackedverticallyone above the other,andreleasedat the same moment.These two bodies
will fall together, and the upper one will still be in contact with the lower one when the
lower one strikesthe ground.The upperbody has more centrifugalforce, because it begins
fartherfrom the centerof the earthand both bodies participatein the earth'srotation.Thus
it is clear thatthe upperbody must gravitatemore strongly:its greaterweight compensates
for the excess of centrifugalforce.
Bertier also claimed to see the system of attractionas a dangerto religion. In a piece
published in 1774, in the course of the controversy, Bertier attacked the advocates of
attractionas "atheisticEpicureans."They were "authorsof systems opposed to Nature,
who would like to take away from us our Fatherand our God, by maintainingthat bodies
attractone anotherand move of themselves without a first mover."32
David
Jean-PierreDavid (1737-1784) was a professorof surgeryand anatomyat Rouen. He had
published works on cesarean section, on the treatmentof abscesses, and on means for
suppressingor diminishingmilk in women. David's credentialsas an anti-Newtonianwere
establishedin 1769 when he publisheda Dissertationon the Figure of the Earth, in which
he arguedthat, contraryto the findings of the expeditions of the Parisianacademicians,
the earth is elongated at its poles.33Indeed, David drew upon the observations of the
academiciansthemselves to turntheir conclusions upside down.
In Figure 1, D is an earth flattenedat the poles, circumscribedaround C, a spherical
earth. The radial lines H, I, K passing throughthe center of the earth are spaced at 10degree intervals.David points out that the 10-degree segments of the sphericalearth are
all the same length, equal to LM,but the 10-degreesegmentsof the flattenedearthincrease
31Bertier,Principesphysiques, Vol. 4; Joseph-EtienneBertier,"Experiencesnouvelles qui d6truisentl'attraction, non pas l'attractionmath6matique& hypoth6tiquedu c6lebre Newton; mais l'attractionphysique & r6elle
de quelquesuns de ses disciples,"JournalEncyclopedique,Feb. 1772, pp. 112-117; Bertier,"Lettredu P. Bertier,
de l'Oratoire . . . ," J. Beaux-Arts Sci., Mar. 1772, pp. 489-500; Bertier, "Autre lettre du meme . . . ," ibid., May

1772, pp. 267-270; Bertier, "Lettredu Pere Berthier [sic], de l'Oratoire, ibid.," July 1772, pp. 5-10; Bertier,
"Lettrea M. L'AbbWAubert,dans laquelle on r6pondaux reflexions de Geneve sur les trois demonstrationsdu
P. Bertier,contre l'attractionphysique r6elle & non Newtonienne,"ibid., Dec. 1772, pp. 511-517; and Bertier,
"Lettredu P. Bertier"(cit. n. 30).
32 Joseph-EtienneBertier, "Lettresur la pesanteurdes corps," Suite de la Clef ou Journal Historique sur les
Matieres du Temps, Contenantaussi quelques Nouvelles de Litterature,et Autres RemarquesCurieuses, Nov.
1774, pp. 384-385, on p. 385. Eighteenth-centurywritersoften called the Suite de la Clef the Journalde Verdun.
Although it was edited and published at Paris, it was the descendant of La Clef du Cabinet des Princes de
l'Europe (1704-1706) and of the Journal Historiquesur les Matieres du Temps(1707-1716), which had been
edited at Verdun. See Sgard, ed., Dictionnaire des journaux (cit. n. 26), pp. 234-235, 1105-1106. The editors
of Suite de la Clef had earlier attributedexactly these sentiments to Bertier in "Experiencesur la gravite des
corps,"Suite Clef Feb. 1774, pp. 148-154, on p. 150. (Bertierhad submitteda memoir;the editors, deeming it
too long to publish, printeda pr6cis and introducedit with a detailed and balanced account of Bertier's claims
and the evidence against them.) Bertier continued throughoutthe controversyto maintainthat the notion of
physical attractionviolates the religious principlethat God is the first mover. But he did not accuse Newton of
holding a heretical opinion-for Newton subscribedonly to "hypotheticalattraction."See Bertier, "Jugement
des physiciens impartiauxet sans passion, sur dix-sept experiences ... qui prouventun exces de pesanteurdes
corps sup6rieurssur les inf6rieurs,"Observationssur la Physique, sur 1'HistoireNaturelle et sur les Arts et
Metiers, Apr. 1775, pp. 306-313, on p. 309. This periodicalwas often called the Journal de Physique.
33 For the medical works see Jean-PierreDavid, Dissertation sur ce qu'il convient de faire pour diminuerou
supprimerle lait des femmes (Paris, 1763); David, Dissertatio de sectione caesarea (Paris, 1764); and David,
Memoire sur la maniere d'ouvrir et de traiter les abces dans toutes les parties du corps (crownedby the Paris
Academy of Surgeryin 1764). The anti-Newtonianwork is David, Dissertationsur la figure de la terre, ou l'on
tache de prouver ... d'apres les experiences memesfaites au Perou & au cercle polaire, que cette planete est
allongee par les poles (La Haye, 1769). Two years earlier, David had published his Dissertation sur la cause
de la pesanteur (Amsterdam,1767).
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Figure 1. Some hypothetical earths: perfectly spherical (A or C), elongated at the poles (B), or
flattened at the poles (D). From Jean-Pierre David, Dissertation sur la figure de la terre (La Haye,
1769). (History of Science Collections, University of Oklahoma Libraries.)

in length as we move toward the equator.Now, the academiciansfound by observation
that the length of the degree diminishestowardthe equator.This, accordingto David, is
the reverse of what would be observed on a flattened,Newtonian earth. Thus, the earth
must be elongated at the poles: on an elongatedearth(B), the length of the degree diminishes as one moves towardthe equator.
David's mistake was in confounding the local vertical with a line drawn through the
centerof the earth.The local vertical-that is, the directionin which a plumbline hangsis everywhereperpendicularto the tangentto the earth's surface. This is not the same as
the line drawn to the center of the earth-except at the pole and the equator,where the
two lines do coincide. Let ds representa small distance traveled along a meridianof the
earth.Let d4 representthe resultingangulardisplacement,measuredin David's way: d4
is the angle subtendedby the endpointsof the arc, as viewed from the center of the earth.
Then, indeed, dsld4 does increase towardthe equatoron a flattenedearth,just as David
says. But the quantityrelevantto the meridiansurveys is actually ds/dO,where dOis the
change in the directionof the local vertical as we travel a distanceds along the meridian.
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On the flattenedearth,ds/dOdecreasesas we approachthe equator:the length of the degree
is smallerat the equator,just as the academiciansfound.34
David was not unawarethat he was using a differentdefinitionof the vertical than had
the academicians.Indeed, he explicitly stated that a plumb line everywherepoints to the
center of the earth and does not lie on the perpendicularto the local tangent plane. As
evidence, he pointedto the existence of ocean currents,which could not exist if the ocean
surface were at right angles to the direction of t-heplumb line. David well knew that to
reopen this questionof the shape of the earth,believed to have been infallibly settled, was
"to risk giving oneself over to ridicule among the

s,avants."35

In May 1769 David's book was reviewedby an anonymouswriterin Mercurede France.
This notice caught the eye of a leading Newtonian-no less than Charles-Mariede La
Condamine,who was astonishedto see a new book by an unknown writeron a question
he regardedas already decisively answered. La Condaminehad been a member of the
expeditiondispatchedto Peruby the Academy of Sciences to help determinethe figureof
the earth,and in 1751 he had published a reportof the survey. La Condaminefired off a
letter to Mercurede France on 2 May. It was publishedin the June issue.36
David had written high praises of La Condamine'sobservationalwork (although disagreeingwith his conclusions).La Condaminebegan by expressinghis afflictionat reading
praises of himself in a work that accused Newton and Huygens of error.It would have
been less painful to have been attackedthan praisedin such a book. La Condaminewent
on to explain the errorin David's argument.it all reduced to one paralogism,the confounding of the local vertical with the line drawnto the center of the earth.This, said La
Condamine,could have been seductive sixty years ago, but now it was easy to recognize
the falsity of the argument,"even without being a geometer."37
David wrote a letter in his own defense, but the editor of Mercure de France declined
to publish it. Instead,and much to David's consternation,Mercurede France publisheda
letter in David's defense writtenby ... La Perriere,a writerwhom David had never even
heard of. La Perrieretook credit for David's argumentsand claimed them as his own,
citing his letters of 1761 to L'Avant-Coureuras evidence. Denied a voice by th- editor of
Mercurede France, David publishedhis defense of his book in a separatepamphlet,Reply
to the Letter of M. de La Condamineby the Author of the Dissertation on the Figure of
the Earth.38
In 1769, Coultaud's article in the Journal des Beaux-Arts et des Sciences suddenly
providedDavid with new evidence for the elongation of the earth.Now it was clear that
the weights of objects increase with height-a fact that must certainlyhave a bearing on
the shape of the earth.David launcheda second edition of his book. The Dissertation on
34A meridianof a flattened(Newtonian)earthis excellently approximatedby an ellipse with the semi-minor
axis b along the polar axis. Let the eccentricitybe denoted e. Let the latitude 4)be measured,in David's way,
as the angulardistance of a point from the equator,the angle being measuredat the center of the earth. Then
ds/d4) = b[l + (e2/2)cos24)], which increases as 4)decreases. Let the astronomicallatitude0 be defined as the
angle between the local vertical and the plane of the equator.Then dsldO = b[1 + e2 - (3e2/2)cos20], which
decreases as 0 decreases.
35 David, Dissertation sur la figure de la terre (cit. n. 33), p. 7.
36 For the review of David's book see Mercurede France, May 1769, pp. 89-90; for La Condamine'sresponse
see Charles-Mariede La Condamine,"R6ponsede M. de la Condaminea la nouvelle dissertationsur la figure
de la terre,"Mercure France, June 1769, pp. 201-206. For the South American survey see La Condamine,
Mesure des trois premiers degres du meridiendans l'hemisphereaustrale (Paris, 1751).
37 La Condamine,"R6ponsede M. de la Condamine,"p. 202.
38 J.-C.-F. de La Perriere,"R6ponsea l'6crit de M. de la Condamine,sur la figure de la terre . . . ," Mercure
France, Aug. 1769, pp. 197-202; and Jean-PierreDavid, Repliquea la lettrede M. de la Condaminepar l'auteur
de la Dissertation sur la figure de la terre (La Haye, 1769).
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the Figure of the Earthwas supplementedby La Condamine'sletterto Mercurede France
and by David's reply, previously published as a pamphlet.39But now, too, Coultaud's
experiments of 1767 and 1768 were explicitly mentioned in the title of the book and
incorporatedinto the argumentthatthe earthis elongatedat the poles. Coultaudhad shown
that a pendulumruns more slowly in a valley bottom than at the top of a mountain.Thus,
the closer the clock is to the center of the earth, the more slowly it runs. Richer and the
academicianshad shown that a pendulumruns more slowly at the equatorthan at Paris.
Thus, points on the equatorare nearerto the center of the earth. The earth is elongated,
just as David had always claimed. Moreover, said David, one could not have the least
suspicion of Coultaud,since Coultaudhad begun as a partisanof attractionand a believer
in the flattenedearthof Newton.
LE SAGE'S DETECTIVE WORK

Georges-LouisLe Sage (1724-1803) of Geneva is best known as the inventor of a mechanical explanation of Newton's law of gravitation.For this reason, he is sometimes
wrongly characterizedas an anti-Newtonian.In fact, he was a dedicatedNewtonianof the
sort who still believed in the desirability of finding a mechanical system from which
Newton's law of gravitationmight be deduced. In this he was a little unusual among the
Newtonians of his own generation,who had turnedtheir backs on systems, but not very
differentfrom many physicists of the older generation,such as Daniel Bernoulliand Leonhard Euler, neither of whom felt any attractionto Le Sage's system, but both of whom
felt considerableaffinity for his goal.40
Le Sage never held an academic position and was too timid to compete for a chair at
the Academy of Geneva. He made ends meet by tutoringin mathematicsand physics and
by living frugally. Le Sage wrote much but publishedlittle: mostly he wrote and rewrote
his system of gravity. The basic idea is that the universe is filled with ultramundane
corpuscles,travelingat greatspeeds in all directions.These corpuscles,which areperfectly
inelastic, mostly pass right through gross material objects without effect. But a small
proportionof them are blocked and broughtto rest. Two gross objects thereforestand in
each other's shadow, as it were: each slightly screensthe otherfrom the rainof corpuscles.
The two objects are thereforepushed together.With the right auxiliaryassumptions,one
can deduce an effective force proportionalto the productof the masses of the two objects
and inversely proportionalto the square of the distance between them. Le Sage's main
way of promotinghis system was personalcorrespondence.He was a prolific letter writer
39 Jean-Pierre
David, Dissertation sur la figure de la terre ... Nouvelle e'ition, augmenteed'une lettre de M.
de la Condamine,& d'une repliquea cette lettre,dans laquelle on exposeplusieursfaits probatoiresde l'opinion
de l'auteur; entre autres un precis & un resultatdes inge'nieusesexperiencesfaites aux Alpes en 1767 & 1768
... (La Haye, 1771).
40 The most readableaccountof the system publishedduringLe Sage's life is Georges-LouisLe Sage, "Lucrece
Newtonien,"NouveauxMe'oires de l'Acade'mieRoyale des Sciences et Belles-Lettres,for 1782 (Berlin, 1784),
pp. 404-432. But the most systematic and best developed treatmentof the theory is the posthumoustreatise,
Physique mecanique,which was pieced togetherfrom Le Sage's voluminousand haphazardnotes by his former
studentPierrePrevost. See PierrePrevost, Deux traites de physique mecanique (Geneva/Paris,1818). A useful
short account, which includes a discussion of the nineteenth-centuryrevival of Le Sage's theory, is Samuel
Aronson, "TheGravitationalTheory of Georges-LouisLe Sage," Natural Philosopher, 1964, 3:51-74. The best
biography of Le Sage is Pierre Prevost, Notice de la vie et des ecrits de George-Louis Le Sage de Geneve
(Geneva, 1805). For the opinions of Bernoulliand EuleraboutLe Sage's system see Daniel Bernoullito GeorgesLouis Le Sage, 28 Mar. 1761, 15 Apr. 1767, Bibliotheque Publique et Universitairede Geneve (BPU), MS
Suppl. 512, fols. 70, 72; and LeonhardEuler to Le Sage, 16 Apr. 1763, quoted in Prevost,Notice de la vie, pp.
382-386.
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and was in continual correspondencewith any mathematician,philosopher,physicist, or
astronomerwho would write back. In 1761, the Paris Academy of Sciences named him a
correspondantof Lalande.
Le Sage publisheda paperin the Journal des Beaux-Artset des Sciences on the experiments of Coultaudand Mercier in which he tried to show that the experimentalresults
could be made consistentwith Newton's law of gravitation.Le Sage had been concerned
that no one had yet given an argumentsufficient "to entirely close the mouths of the
superficialand obstinatedetractorsof universalgravitation.' In his first paper, Le Sage
examined the attractiondue to various pyramidalshapes.
But as Le Sage reflectedfurtheron the experimentsof Coultaudand Mercierhe became
suspicious, and he began to investigate their particulars.Increasingly detailed inquiries
failed to turn up any informationabout these two mountaineeringphysicists. In this detective work, Le Sage was greatly assisted by his friend Jean-Andr6Deluc. Deluc had
made a reputationwith his effortsto improvethe thermometer,barometer,andhygrometer.
His Researches on the Modificationsof the Atmospherepresentedthe results of extensive
investigationsof the variationof barometricpressurewith height.42With his brother,Deluc
had climbed in the Alps of Faucignyto boil thermometersand take barometerreadingsat
the summits, to the astonishedamusementof their guides. In short, Deluc was a perfect
choice for detective-he knew the physics of instruments,was in sounderhealth than Le
Sage, and knew the groundintimately.
Coultaudclaimed to have retiredto his family home at Samoens and to have performed
his experimenton a mountainnear there. In August and September1772, Deluc traveled
throughthe area and interviewedmany of the leading citizens. No one at Samoens knew
anythingof any experimentsmade in the vicinity, except for those of Deluc himself some
years before. The experimentdescribedby Coultaudwould have been a fairly public thing.
It involved the constructionof a cabin at a high altitude,the months-longresidence of an
observerand fire-tenderin the cabin, and midnightsignals by gunshotand powderflashes.
Such goings-on could hardlytake place near a small town without anyone taking note of
them. As for Jean Coultaudhimself, there was no one of that name in Samoens. There
was, to be sure, one person called Coultaud or Couteau, but his baptismal name was
Francois, and he was a carpenterwho had never studied physics. Jean Coultaud had
claimed to have been helped by his friend Andrier,"an educated man." But in Samoens
and its vicinity, the only educatedmen by thatname were a medicaldoctorand his brother,
an architect.Doctor Andriertold Deluc that neitherhe nor his brotherhad participatedin
any such experiment.
Coultaudclaimed to have orderedthe constructionof his pendulumclocks at the workshop of "one of the most able clockmakersof Geneva."Nothing was easier for Le Sage
than to go aroundto the clockmakers.No one knew anythingabout Coultaudor his order
for two clocks on the design of JulienLeroy, or any clocks orderedby anyone in Faucigny.
Moreover, Deluc pointed out that the average height of the barometercolumn at Samoens reportedby Coultaudin his articlewas too greatby an entireinch, as he knew from
his own measurements.But nothing more revealed the maladresse of Coultaudthan his
41
Georges-LouisLe Sage, "Solutiondes doutes de MM. Coultaud& Merciercontrela loi Newtonienne de la
pesanteur...," J. Beaux-ArtsSci., Apr. 1772, pp. 34-62, on p. 36.
42
For the detective work on Coultaudand Merciersee Georges-LouisLe Sage, "Lettrede M. Lesage,"Observ.
Phys., Apr. 1773, pp. 250-260. On Jean-Andr6Deluc (1727-1817), of Geneva, see JacquesTrembley,ed., Les
savants genevois dans 1'Europeintellectuelle du XVIIeau milieu de XIXe siecle (Geneva: Editions du Journal
de Geneve). Deluc's work on the variationof barometricpressurewith height was describedin Recherches sur
les modificationsde l'atmosphere(Geneva, 1772).
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claim that the density of the air does not vary with height. The decrease in the density of
the atmospherewith height was a long-establishedfact, well confirmedand explored in
considerabledetail by Deluc, among others.
Finally, Jean Coultaudhad called himself "formerprofessor of physics at Turin."But
the professor of botany at Turin told Deluc that there was not and never had been any
professorof that name at Turin.
Mercier, the author of the second article on pendulum experimentspublished in the
Journal des Beaux-Artset des Sciences, turnedout to be no less shadowy. Mercier had
cast his article in the form of an open letter to Professor Gessner of the University of
Zurich,with whom he claimed to have previously corresponded.Mercierclaimed to have
performedhis experimentsin the mountainsnear Sion, in Valais. But Gessner informed
Le Sage that he did not know anyone namedMercierwho was a physicist, that he did not
know any physicist in Valais, that he had never received a letterdated at Sion and signed
by Mercier,thathe never readthe Journaldes Beaux-Artset des Sciences, and thathe had
been completely unawareof Mercier's article until Le Sage had asked him about it.
Le Sage had a relative who was magistrateof Vevey, near Valais. This relative made
inquiries of a former grandbailiff of Valais, of the currentburgomasterof Sion, and of
several other persons. No one knew of any Mercier in Sion or its environs, and no one
knew anythingof the slightest experimentmade in the mountainsnear Sion. Le Sage had
an English friend who had passed some time in Sion and had become friendly with the
doctor and pharmacistof Sion, a certainDoctor Naterer.At Le Sage's request,his friend
inquiredof Naterer.The result was the same.
Finally Le Sage remarkedthat in Mercier's article there reigned a profound silence
aroundthe traitsthatmight have lent it some authenticity.Mercierspoke of "trigonometric
operations"that he made to establish the elevations of his stations, but he did not even
name the mountainon which the experimenthad been conducted.And, althoughMercier
said thathe had been aided by one of his relativesand by a certainCaptainMuller,he did
not name any witness who was known in the districtor who could be identified.Le Sage
concludedthat Coultaudand Mercierwere two impostors,impulsionnaires,who believed
that, in the effort to banish immaterialvirtues from physics, everythingwas permitted.
As Le Sage was gatheringhis evidence, he informedBertierthrougha mutualacquaintance of what was coming. But Le Sage was slow. He had proofs of fraud,but he had not
finished writing them,down. Bertier complained in print that Le Sage alleged fraud but
would not providea complete account.Finally, when Le Sage was ready,he sent his article
not to the Journal des Beaux-Artset des Sciences but to a new Parisianjournal with a
betterreputation,the abbe J.-B.-F. Rozier's Observationssur la Physique.43
THE ROLE OF THE PERIODICAL PRESS: A TALE OF TWO JOURNALS

The mid-eighteenthcentury saw a rapidproliferationof popularreviews, many of which
proved to be ephemeral.The new journalshad large appetitesfor material,and many had
encyclopedic tastes. The materialpublishedin the Journal des Beaux-Artset des Sciences
was characteristic.The main focus was literary,but there were also articles on music,
theater,politics, and agriculture,as well as the sciences.
Coultaudand Mercier(whoever they were) sent their papersto the Journal des BeauxArts et des Sciences because there they were sure of a sympatheticreading.What was the
43

Bertier,"Lettredu P. Bertier"(cit. n. 30); and Le Sage, "Lettrede M. Lesage" (cit. n. 42).
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acidity of his criticism, for his opposition to "the false philosophy,"and for his prudence
in politicalmatters(see Figure2). His politicalconservatismwas often and amplyrewarded
by the interventionof noble patronswho helped advance his career.As a youth, Aubert
entered the seminary and was tonsured,but he was attractedfinally to a literarycareer
ratherthan to the pniesthood.This careerhad a doubtful debut in 1751 when, at the age
of twenty,Auberttook up the editorshipof Annonces,Afficheset Avis Divers, a semiweekly
often referredto as Affichesde Paris. Eight pages appearedevery Monday and Thursday,
with advertisementsof land and houses for sale or rent, as well as announcementsof
concertsand plays. All these notices were insertedfree of charge.To this fare of workaday
advertisementsAubert added a new section of book reviews and literary news, which
became known for "articlesfull of malice, of taste, and of erudition""4
4"Eugene Hatin, Bibliographie historique et critique de la presse pe'riodiquefran,aise (Paris, 1866), p. 19.
For Aubert's opposition to "the false philosophy"see the introductionto Jean-LouisAubert, Fables nouvelles
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Aubert assumed directionof the Journal de Trevouxin 1767. After the suppressionof
the Jesuitsin 1762, the Journalhad staggeredonward,sufferingbadly undertwo mediocre
editors in just four years. When Aubert took over, as the third editor after Berthier,he
changed the name of the journal,revised its editorialpolicies, improvedits sloppy typography,and launchedan advertisingcampaign.45All of this was an effort to make the newly
named Journal des Beaux-Artset des Sciences more up-to-dateand more appealingto a
broaderaudience.
The young Aubert's book reviews in Affiches de Paris had won him a reputationfor
erudite maliciousness. But by the time he assumed the directorshipof the Journal de
Trevouxhe was in his mid thirties and his careerwas maturingnicely. Aubert had mellowed. P. C. Sommervogel describes him at this stage of his careeras "a ratherordinary
literaryman,"who "aspiredonly to a peaceful existence."46Because he was not a Jesuit,
and because two other editors separatedhis tenurefrom the stormylast days of Berthier's
editorship,Aubertwas able to avoid restartingthe squabblewith the philosophes.
Nevertheless, the Journal des Beaux-Artset des Sciences was socially, artistically,and
politically conservative. Although its editor espoused neutralityand impartialityin scientific disputes, his journal was much more favorablydisposed than many others to print
anti-Newtonianviews. In attemptingto rehabilitatea journalthathad fallen on hardtimes,
Aubert must have enjoyed the attentionthat this controversy attracted:after all, he did
make Coutauld'sarticlethe opening piece of its issue. He was also hardup for material.47
Certainly,he allowed the participantsin this controversymany more pages than did any
other editor of a general-interestperiodical.
FatherBertieralso sent his first paperson weight to the Journal des Beaux-Artset des
Sciences. As we have seen, Bertierhad old connections with the journal, having been an
intimatefriendof the formereditor,G.-F. Berthier.Bertier,more thanany otherparticipant
in the affair, also used and abusedthe eclecticism of the popularpress. He fired off paper
afterpaper-many of them scarcelydistinguishable-to every publicationthatwould grant
him a few pages: the Journal Encyclopedique,Suite de la Clef, Journal de Politique et de
Litte'rature,as well as to the Journal des Beaux-Artset des Sciences, Journaldes S!Vavans,
and Observationssur la Physique.
Midcenturyalso saw the birthof a numberof independentscientificperiodicals,among
them Observationssur la Physique. The new scientific journals served a definite need.
The old academicjournals were tQorestrictiveand too slow. The pages of the Me'moires
of the Academy of Sciences were controlledby the membersof the Academy. No doubt
this kept standardsup, but it also stifled the expression of heterodoxviews. Moreover,in
the case of the Me'moires,there was often a lag of severalyears between the nominalyear
and the actual date of publication.For both these reasons, the academic journals were
unsatisfactoryfor the resolution of scientific controversies.Indeed, the Me6moiresof the
(Amsterdam,1756). The biographicalmaterialon Aubertis drawnlargely from the article by B6atriceFournel
in Jean Sgard, ed., Dictionnaire des journalistes (1600-1789) (Grenoble:Presses Univ. Grenoble, 1976), p. 17.
See also M. Prevost, ed., Dictionnaire de biographiefranCaise, Vol. 4 (Paris: Letouzey & Ane, 1948), p. 41.
For the Affiches de Paris-and for all the other periodicals mentioned here-see Sgard, ed., Dictionnaire des
journaux (cit. n. 26).
45 A leaflet advertisingthe renamedjournal is preservedin the Collection Anisson-Dupperonsur la Libraire
et l'Imprimerie,BN, MS Fr. 22085.
46 P. C. Sommervogel, Table methodiquedes M6moires de Trevoux, 2 vols. (Paris, 1864; Geneva: Slatkine
Reprints, 1969), Vol. 1, p. xciii.
47 On the decline of the Journal de Trevouxafter 1762 and its difficultyin attractinggood materialsee Pappas,
Berthier's Journalde Tr6voux (cit. n. 26), pp. 32-35.
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Academy of Sciences played no partin the Coultaud-Mercieraffair.Although d'Alembert
made calculations addressing Coultaud's claims, and actually read the results of these
calculationsat the Academy,these paperswere neverprintedin the Memoires.D'Alembert
and Lalandehad to send communicationsto otherperiodicalsin orderto participatein the
public debate. Rozier, the editor of Observationssur la Physique, pointed specifically to
the long publication delays of the academic journals-as well as to their expense-in
explaining the need for his new one.48
The chronologicallist of publicationsin the Appendix illustratesthe general trajectory
of the debate. The affair remained in the pages of the Journal des Beaux-Arts et des
Sciences for several years, then spilled over into the newly founded and more prestigious
Observationssur la Physique, where it was decisively settled. Observationssur la Physique functionedwell, and more or less as its founder,Rozier, had intended. It facilitated
the discussion and resolutionof conflicting scientific claims. However, it is doubtfulthat
the controversywould ever have reached such proportionswithout the willing participation-whether through naivete or anti-Newtoniansentiment-of the popular press, and
particularlyof Jean-LouisAubertand the Journal des Beaux-Artset des Sciences.
THE SECOND WAVE: BERTIER'S EXPERIMENTS

The experimentsof Coultaudand Mercierhad been revealed as frauds.Le Sage's proofs
were accepted by Rozier (the editor of Observationssur la Physique), by Aubert (the
editor of the Journal des Beaux-Artset des Sciences), and even by such thoroughlyunrepentantanti-Newtoniansas La Perriere.The experimentalevidence against Newton's
principles had been eliminated. All that remained were Bertier's incomprehensibleand
incompetentthoughtexperiments.
The situationchangedin September1773, when Bertierannouncedthe resultsof a new
In the vault of the Churchof the Oratoryin Paris,he placed an equalkind of experiment.49
arm balance 75 feet above the floor. In one pan (the left one, say), he placed a weight. In
the rightpan, he placed a rolled-uprope and enough additionalweight to achieve a balance.
Then he suspendedthe right-handweight 74 feet below its pan by means of the rope. The
objects supportedby the two pans were the same as before. But now the left-hand pan
sank: objects weighed more when they were higher up.
The same experimentwas reportedagain and again by Bertier,in publicationsscattered
throughthe scientific and the popularpress.50At first the results were purely qualitative.
That is, Bertierreportedthe weights he had used (3, 6, 12, or 31 pounds) and the length
of the rope, but he did not measurethe amountby which the upper weight overbalanced
the lower one. However, he did claim that the heavier were the weights, the larger was
the effect.
One of the first criticisms of these results came from La Perriere,who clung as ever to
his own crazy system, but who was also a thoughtfulanalyzerof experiments.In a paper
48

J.-B.-F. Rozier, "Avis," Observ.Phys., Apr. 1773, pp. iii-vii.
Joseph-EtienneBertier,"Lettre6crite a l'auteurde ce recueil,"Observ.Phys., Sept. 1773, pp. 251-252.
50Ibid.; Joseph-EtienneBertier,"Lettredu P. Bertier...," J. Beaux-ArtsSci., Oct. 1773, pp. 122-124; Bertier,
"Lettredu P. Bertier ... sur une experience qu'on peut faire sans frais a chaque instant & qui prouve que les
corps pesent d'autantplus qu'ils sont plus elev6s ... jusqu'a une distance non connue," Suite Clef, Oct. 1773,
pp. 301-302; Bertier,"Secondelettredu P. Bertier...," J. Beaux-ArtsSci., Nov. 1773, pp. 225-227; "Exp6rience
surla gravit6des corps"(cit. n. 32); Bertier,"Lettresur la pesanteurdes corps"(cit. n. 32); andBertier,"Jugement
des physiciens impartiauxet sans passion, sur dix-sept exp6riences ... qui prouventun exces de pesanteurdes
corps sup6rieurssur les inf6rieurs"(cit. n. 32).
49
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sent to Observationssur la Physique,La Perrierearguedthatthe weight of the lower object
had not really decreased.51 Rather,it appeared to have decreasedbecause it was plunged
into an air thatwas more dense thanthe air surroundingthe upperweight. By the ordinary
law of hydrostatics,the buoyantforce on the lower object was greater,because the weight
of the air it displaced was greater.
This objection, among others, pushed Bertier to repeat his experimentsand to make
them quantitative.In the fall of 1774 he returnedto his old residence at Montmorencyfor
a short visit. While there, he repeated the experiments, in the vault of the Oratoryof
Montmorency.After Le Sage's unmaskingof the Coultaud-Mercierfraud,testimony was
all the more readilydoubted.Rozier had criticizedBertier'sreportsof his firstexperiments
at the Oratoryof Parisbecause Bertierhad not suppliedthe namesof witnesses. "Coultaud"
and "Mercier,"perhapswritingin the mode of the turnof the century,when gentle standing
might be enough to assure credibility,had contentedthemselves with citing "intelligent,
active, and educated"men. But now the reliabilityof witnesses dependednot so much on
their social standingas on their special training.Thus Bertierperformedthe new roundof
experimentsin the presenceof seven Oratorians,"all physicists"-though he stretchedthe
definitionto include those who taughtCartesianphysics to adolescents.Added credibility
came fromproducinga witness with an academicaffiliation,who mightthereforebe known
outside the local district.Thus Bertiermentionedby name FatherLouis Cotte, Oratorian
of Montmorencyand correspondantof the Academy of Sciences. The escalating controversy also called for escalations in weight. A weight of 150 pounds was put on one side
of the balance. On the other side were placed weights and a rope totaling 150 pounds.
When the weights were let down to within a foot of the pavement,they were overbalanced
by the upperweight by a bit more than 2 pounds.52
Le Sage, who had revealed the Coultaud-Mercierfraud,contributeda paper to Observations sur la Physique in response to Bertier's claims. First of all, Le Sage criticized
Bertierfor not having done his literaturesearch.Le Sage cited experimentsof exactly the
same type, which had been performeda centurybefore by RobertHooke and other members of the Royal Society of London at WestminsterAbbey, at St. Paul's Cathedral,and
at other places-often (though not always) with a null result. Le Sage also pointed out
thatBertier'sreportedweight differenceswere some 940 times largerthan they should be
underhis assumptionthatthe effect was proportionalto the differencein height:the heights
used by Bertier were tiny fractions of the radius of the earth. In short, Bertier's claims
were as easy to believe as the propositionthat a pear gets heavier when it is peeled. What
then to make of them? "A formal exception to the most constantlaws of Natureis called
a Miracle.Or, rather,I would say that, withoutdoubt, the same Pseudonymswho in 1769
and 1771 related some pretendedexperimentstending toward the same goal have been
pleased to impose on us once again, under a better known name than those they had
borrowedbefore."53This joking suggestion that the forgers of the papers by "Coultaud"
51 J.-C.-F. de La Perriere,"Observationssur l'exp6riencedu Pere Bertier...," Observ.Phys., Nov. 1773, pp.
374-378.
52 Bertier, "Lettresur la pesanteur des corps" (cit. n. 32), p. 385. On changing views of the reliability of
witnesses see Steven Shapin,A Social History of Truth(Chicago: Univ. Chicago Press, 1994), pp. 74-86.
5 Georges-Louis Le Sage, "Reflexions sur une nouvelle experience du r6v6rendPere Bertier ...," Observ.
Phys., Nov. 1773, pp. 378-381, on pp. 380-381. On 3 Dec. 1662 a paper by Henry Power (1623-1668) was
read at the Royal Society, describingexperimentsmade in a coal mine. A weight suspendedfrom one side of a
balance by a string 68 yards long appearedto lose an ounce on the pound. See Thomas Birch, The History of
the Royal Society of London, 4 vols. (London, 1756-1757), Vol. 1, pp. 133-134. Similar experiments were
reported,by Hooke and others,over the next two years with more ambiguousresults.See ibid., Vol. 1, pp. 163165, 433, 465-466, Vol. 2, pp. 66, 69-72.
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and "Mercier"had also writtenthe articlespublishedunderBertier'sname was the closest
that Le Sage came to accusing Bertier of dishonesty. It is clear, though, that Le Sage
doubtedBertier's good faith. In this he was not alone. The discussion of Bertier's experiments was markedby rapidlyrising tempers.
Bertier composed a lengthy reply to Le Sage's paper and sent it to Abbe Rozier, the
editor of Observationssur la Physique. Rozier sent it back, asking him to shorten it to
four pages or else to give it to some otherjournal since, as Bertierclaimed, other editors
had asked for it. On the day of the public ceremoniesmarkingthe returnof the Academy
of Sciences after Easter,Rozier and Bertier encounteredone anotherin the courtyardof
the Louvre.Rozier told Bertierdirectlythat he would not publish his reply to Le Sage, on
the groundsthat it was too long and that it merely repeatedwhat Bertierhad alreadysaid
in the fourthvolume of the Physical Principles. Then, accordingto Rozier, Bertierbecame
very angry.Finally, aftercalming himself, Bertiersaid that he would force Rozier to print
it by means of orders from superiors.Rozier reportedthis whole encounterin print and
then scolded Bertierfor threateningto bringpolitical influenceto bearon his journal:"Pere
Bertier, to introduceinto physics lettres de cachet for attraction,for centrifugalor centripetalforce! Ce n'est pas bien.''S4
Because Bertier's experimentwas easy to performand bore on an importantquestion,
it was soon repeatedby investigatorsall over France:
1774: David, in the Churchof St. Ouen, Rouen
Jean Adam, in the Churchof the Holy Sepulchre,Caen
Rozier, in the dome of the Invalides, Paris.55
1775: MathieuTillet, in Paris
A commission of the Academy of Dijon, in the Churchof St. Benigne, Dijon
D.-S.-G.-T. de Gratetde Dolomieu, in the mines of Montrelay,Brittany.56

One of the first attemptsto confirmBertier'sresult was made by Jean-PierreDavid, the
medical doctor and anti-Newtonianof Rouen. David placed his balance 170 feet above
the pavementin the churchof St. Ouen. He confirmedBertier's effect; that is, the upper
mass appearedto weigh more. But the size of the effect measuredby David was vastly
smallerthan Bertier'sresult.David claimed an increaseof weight for the uppermass of 1
54 J.-B.-F. Rozier, "Observationssur la lettre du Pere Bertier . .. a l'auteur du Journal de Politique et de
Litt6rature,"Observ.Phys., Dec. 1774, pp. 456-463, on p. 457. This is Rozier's response to Bertier,"Lettredu
Pere Bertier . . .," Journal de Politique et de Litterature,Contenantles Principaux Evenementsde Toutes les
Cours; les Nouvelles de la Republiquedes Lettres,etc., 25 Nov. 1774, pp. 154-155.
55"AcademieRoyale des Sciences, Belles-Lettres& Arts de Rouen:Seance publiquedu mercredi3 aout 1774
pour la partiedes sciences," Observ.Phys., Oct. 1774, pp. 340-341 (the section of thisjournalcalled "Nouvelles
Litt6raires"included accounts of the public sessions of the various academies;a synopsis of David's reporton
his experimentsis item 4 of the literarynews from Rouen in this number);Jean-PierreDavid, "Lettre... sur la
pesanteurdes corps,"ibid., Feb. 1775, pp. 129-139; JeanAdam, "Lettrea l'auteurde ce journal," J. Polit. Litt.,
15 Dec. 1774; and Rozier, "Observationssur la lettre du Pere Bertier"(cit. n. 54). Jean Adam (1726-1795) was
a doctorof theology and canon at the Churchof the Holy Sepulchrein Caen. He also held the chairof philosophy
at the University of Caen.
56Bertier,"Jugementdes physiciens impartiauxet sans passion, sur dix-sept experiences ... qui prouventun
exces de pesanteurdes corps sup6rieurssur les inferieurs"(cit. n. 32), p. 307 (citing Tillet); [Commissionof the
Academy of Dijon], "M6moiredans lequel on indiqueles causes qui peuvent changeraccidentellementles effets
apparensde la pesanteurdes corps a des hauteursin6gales, lu a l'Acad6mie de Dijon," Observ. Phys., Apr.
de Gratetde Dolomieu, "Experiencessur la pesanteur
1775, pp. 314-326; and Dieudonn6-Sylvain-Guy-Tancrede
des corps a diff6rentesdistances du centre de la terre, faites aux mines de Montrelayen Bretagne,"ibid., July
1775, pp. 1-5. This was Dolomieu's first scientific publication.
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gros for 175 livres. In anothertrial, he measuredan increase of 1 once for 1,120 livres.57
Thus, David was getting fractionalweight increasesof about 3 X 10 per foot of height
difference.Bertierclaimed to have measuredeffects largerthanthis by two or threeorders
of magnitude.
In his next paper,David agreedwith Le Sage thatBertier'sweight differenceswere too
large to be believed. He pointed out that Bertier's balances were not sensitive enough to
permit the measurementof the weight differences one might expect if the weight varied
in proportionto the distance from the centerof the earth.But the same objectioncould be
made to the balancesused by Hooke and the otherEnglish experimentersa centurybefore.
So the ambiguous and even the null results of Hooke and his collaboratorsneed not be
taken too seriously. According to David, Bertier's method-the direct measurementof
weight differences-could not be made adequate.The only reliable method was the use
of pendulumclocks, by meansof which small differencescould be accumulatedover time.
"This,at least, is what was perceivedby MM. Coultaudand Mercier,whom Le Sage treats
as romanciers."According to David, Coultaudand Mercier deserved credit for pointing
the right way to a resolution of one of the greatest questions of physics. Where David
lived, there was hardly a hill of 100 toises elevation. So he concluded by directly challenging Le Sage, who lived in Geneva within sight of the Alps: "I would not have failed
to verify these experimentsif I had found myself in a situation as favorable as M. Le
Sage." But David knew Le Sage would not do it: undertakingsuch experimentswould
presupposedoubts in need of clarification,"andM. Le Sage has none on this point."58
The most heroic repetitionsof Bertier'sexperimentwere certainlythose that Dolomieu
performedin May 1775 in the shafts of two coal mines at Montrelay,in Brittany. The
shafts had depths of 342 and 570 feet, and the weights suspendedvaried from 50 to 150
pounds. In a series of ten trials (halted finally when the wire broke) the differences in
nominal weight requiredfor equilibriumvaried from 2 to 141/2onces. But there was no
consistency. In four of the ten cases, the equilibriumwas achieved with the largernominal
weight in the upper pan, which was contraryto Bertier's results. In the other six cases,
the sign of the difference was consistent with Bertier's results. But even in these cases,
there appearedto be no proportionalitybetween the weight used and the apparentdifference in weight that was measured.What was the origin of these apparentdifferences in
weight? Dolomieu concluded, "It is surely some accident-orsome causes which have not
been perceived,but which are independentof weight."59
The most careful and extensive investigationswere those conductedby a committee of
the Academy of Dijon. Rozier's assaulton Bertier'scredibilityand his accountof his own
experimentsin the dome of the Invalides were discussed at a meeting of the Academy of
Dijon on 5 January1775.60 Those presentresolved to undertakean investigationof all the
causes that might produceapparentchanges in weight and appointeda committee of five
to do the work and preparea report.The experimentswere performedin one of the,towers
57 "AcademieRoyale des Sciences, Belles-Lettres& Arts de Rouen: Seance publiquedu mercredi3 aouit1774
pour la partiedes sciences" (cit. n. 55). The livre de Paris, or pound, was divided into 16 onces, each of which
was divided into 8 gros, each of which contained 72 grains. One livre was roughly 489.5 grams. See Zupko,
Revolutionin Measurement(cit. n. 5), pp. 333, 335, 346, 356.
58 Jean-PierreDavid, "R6ponseaux r6flexions de M. le Sage ...
sur les experiences.du R. P. Bertier...,"
Observ.Phys., Dec. 1774, pp. 433-443, on pp. 436, 443.
59Dolomieu, "Exp6riencessur la pesanteurdes corps a diff6rentesdistances du centre de la terre,faites aux
mines de Montrelayen Bretagne"(cit. n. 56), p. 5.
60 [Commissionof the Academy of Dijon], "Memoiredans lequel on indique les causes qui peuvent changer
accidentellementles effets apparensde la,pesanteurdes corps a des hauteursinegales" (cit. n. 56). The academy
had discussed Rozier, "Observationssur la lettre du Pere Bertier"(cit. n. 54).
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of the churchof St. Benigne in Dijon. The balance was placed on the floor of the belfry,
1211/2feet above the pavement.The balance could handle a weight of 250 pounds with a
sensitivity of 1/2 gros. That is, when the weights in opposing pans were balanced, the
additionof 1 gros to one pan would cause an obvious shift in the balance. The measured
differences in apparentweight of the upper and lower masses were very small and were
often inconsistent. The experimentersnoted a number of complicating factors. For example, the weight of the rope increased on foggy days. They also noted, as had others
before them, that the apparentdifference in weight between the upper and lower masses
was smaller when a thin iron wire was used in place of the more voluminous rope. The
experimentersplaced thermometersand barometershigh and low in the church tower.
They also attempteddirect measurementsof the density of the air by evacuating glass
containers,opening them at each of the two platforms,and weighing them. The air in the
upperpartof the tower weighed measurablyless per unit volume. But calculationsshowed
thatthe measurementsof temperature,pressure,and density were not mutuallyconsistent.
It was no wonder,the experimentersnoted, thatthe leading authoritiesdisagreedso widely
about the density of the atmosphere.The clearest indication of the importanceof the
variationin the density of the air came when the committeereplacedthe iron weights with
much more voluminous wooden ones. Then the apparentincrease of weight with height
became largeenough to be easily andrepeatablymeasured,at about7 gros for 211 pounds.
BERTIER'S RETRACTION

Among the half dozen experimentalgroups reportingresults, Bertier had not a single
supporter.Even those who had detected some effect found it vastly smaller and far more
unstablethanBertierhad claimed. In 1776 reportsof new gravityexperimentsfrom Great
Britain made Bertier's cause completely hopeless. In 1772 Nevil Maskelyne, the astronomer royal, had proposed to the Royal Society of London that it seek to measure the
attractiondue to a single mountainor hill. Plumb lines placedjust northof andjust south
of the same mountain should reveal an apparentdeflection of the zenith, owing to the
gravitationalattractionof the mountainon the bob of the plumbline. This deflectioncould
be revealed by measuringthe zenith distances of stars at their meridianpassages at the
two stations. If the difference between the zenith distances measuredat the two stations
exceeded the difference attributableto the latitude difference, the discrepancycould be
assigned to the attractionof the mountain.Of course, this was not a new idea. Newton
had suggested that the largest mountains might deflect a plumb line by as much as 2
minutes.61BouguerandLa Condaminehad actuallyattemptedto make such measurements
duringthe Frenchexpeditionto Peru.But Bouguer's resultshad been ambiguous.He had,
indeed, reporteda deflectionof the verticaldue to Mt. Chimborago(Chimborazo),but the
deflection was much less than expected, and the measurementsshowed a great deal of
scatter.
Maskelyne's measurementswere carriedout in the summerof 1774, near a mountain
called Schehallien(now Schiehallion),in Perthshire,in the centerof Scotland.The results
61
Nevil Maskelyne,"A Proposalfor Measuringthe Attractionof Some Hill in This Kingdomby Astronomical
Observations,"Philosophical Transactions(London), 1775, 65:495-499. On Maskelyne's operationssee Derek
Howse, Nevil Maskelyne:The Seaman's Astronomer(Cambridge:CambridgeUniv. Press, 1989), pp. 129-141.
For Newton's suggestion see Sir Isaac Newton's MathematicalPrinciples of Natural Philosophyand His System
of the World,English trans.of AndrewMotte, revised by FlorianCajori(Berkeley:Univ. CaliforniaPress, 1934),
"The System of the World,"sect. 22, p. 570.
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were reportedin the Philosophical Transactionsfor 1775.62 Maskelyne measureda deflection of the vertical,attributedto the attractionof the mountain,of about 6 seconds. He
arguedthat the experimentstrongly supportedthe validity of the inverse-squarelaw. For
it was only because of the mountain's much greaterproximity to the plumb line that it
was able to produceany sensible effect in comparisonwith the attractionof the earthitself.
Finally, using a rough estimateof the volume of the mountain,Maskelyneconcluded that
his results were consistent with an estimate that the surface density of the earth is about
half the mean density of the globe.
In November 1775 the Royal Society awardedMaskelynea medal for this work. At the
awardceremony John Pringle, the presidentof the Royal Society, delivered a speech on
the attractionof mountainsthat summarizedMaskelyne's work and set it in the context of
the long disputeover the realityof attraction.Pringle's accountwas translatedinto French
by Jean-BaptisteLeroy and was publishedin Observationssur la Physiquein May 1776.63
One year later,FatherBertierretractedhis claim to have measuredan increaseof weight
with height.64He did not mention the English experiments,but he could not have been
unawareof them. Leroy's translationof Pringle's speech appearedin the very journalthat
had been the main forum of discussion of Bertier's claims for the past several years. And
it was to the same Observationssur la Physique that Bertiersent his retraction.It was, in
any case, a very grudgingretraction.
Bertierapologized for being so slow to retract,saying thathe had been busy with other
matters.Then he praisedthe retractionof erroneousclaims as morallymore laudablethan
the publicationof correctclaims, because it involved the vanquishingof self-love. However, Bertier'sretractionwas only partial.He withdrewthe conclusionshe had drawnfrom
his own experiments,but he did not abandon his view that weight does increase with
height. In admittingthathis experimentswere inconclusive,he mentionedthe telling result
of Rozier's experiments.Rozier (among others)had replacedthe voluminousrope with a
thin wire and had seen the apparentweight differences go away. Bertierclaimed to have
duplicatedthis experimentalvariationand to have obtainedthe same result as Rozier. The
conclusion seemed inescapablethatthe apparentweight differenceswere due to the buoyancy of the air-that is, to the fact that the density of the air diminishedwith height.
How could Bertier have made such a mistake? He now blamed it all on Jean-Andr6
Deluc of Geneva. Deluc had misled him, Bertierinsisted, by assertingthat the density of
the air is more or less constant from the lower to the upper reaches of the atmosphere.
This had seemedplausibleto Bertier,since the expansiveforce of the heat at low elevations
could be compensatedfor by the compressive effect of the weight of the upper layers of
the atmosphere.In fact, Bertierhad not mentionedany hypothesisaboutthe density of the
atmospherein his early papers. He had not really thought about density variationuntil
after the fact, when La Perrierepointed to it as a possible explanationof his results.65
62Nevil Maskelyne, "An Account of ObservationsMade on the MountainSchehallienfor Finding Its Attraction," Phil. Trans.(London), 1775, 65:500-542.
63 Jean-BaptisteLeroy, "Lettredu M. Le Roy, de l'Acad6mie Royale des Sciences a l'auteurde ce receuil,"
Observ.Phys., May (?) 1776, pp. 416-417; and JohnPringle,"Discourssurl'attractiondes montagnes,prononce
dans l'assembl6eannuellede la Societ6 Royale de Londresdu 30 novembre1775 parle Pr6sidentM. le Chevalier
Baronet,Pringle . . . Traduitpar M. Le Roy," ibid., pp. 418-434. In the copy I consulted, the cover sheets and
indexes for the individualmonths were missing, so it was impossible to be certainof the month of publication.
The page count seems to indicate May or June. Jean-BaptisteLeroy (ca. 1725-1800), a physicist and member
of the Academy of Sciences from 1751, was a son of Julien Leroy, the clockmaker.
64 Joseph-EtienneBertier, "R6tractiondu Pere Bertier de l'Oratoire,sur la cons6quence qu'il a tiree de son
experience d'un corps, pesant plus dans un lieu haut que dans un bas," Observ.Phys., June 1777, pp. 460-466.
65 La
Perriere,"Observationssur l'experience du Pere Bertier"(cit. n. 51).
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Moreover,Deluc was, as we have seen, one of the principalinvestigatorsof the variation
of air density with height.
Bertierconcludedthatthe whole roundof experimentshad nothingto sayfor or against
the propositionthat weight increases with height. The same was true of "the experiment
of Samoens in the Alps"-Coultaud's experiment-for the same density effects would
have produced variationsin the rates of the pendulum clocks. Bertier now restated his
belief, based on certain"information,"in the essential validity of Coultaud'sexperiment,
though he admittedthat the account of the experimenthad been "embellishedby a man
of wit" and was untruein its details.66Bertier finished his "retraction"by offering new
proofs from reason that bodies must weigh more the higher they are raised above the
surfaceof the earth,up to some limiting distance.
WHO WAS JEAN COULTAUD?

The obvious suspects are the three anti-Newtonianswho participatedmost vigorously in
the debate:La Perriere,Bertier,and David. As we have seen, each of these men felt badly
abusedby the Newtonianestablishment.And each made use of Coultaud'sand Mercier's
results in supportof his own previously articulatedsystem.
Of the three, La Perriereseems to have had the least to gain from the fraud. In his
publishedresponses to the pendulumexperiments,La Perrieremade very little capitalfor
his own system. La Perrierepointedout that,in principle,the pendulumexperimentsshould
be capable of showing whetherthe weight is smaller or greateron the tops of mountains
and, thus, of confirmingor refuting Newton's system of attraction.However, he instead
chose to arguethatthe temperaturecontrolshad been inadequateand that the experiments
thereforehad nothing to say either for or against Newton. La Peffiere himself seems to
have believed that the weight really stayed the same no matterwhere the pendulumwas
placed.
David saw in Coultaud'sexperimentconfirmingevidence that the earthis elongated at
the poles, a point David emphasizedin his papers,as well as in the second edition of his
Dissertation on the Figure of the Earth. And, like many other anti-Newtonians,he was
on record as believing that the weight of a body increases in proportionto its distance
from the centerof the earth.But in his own repetitionof Bertier'sexperiment,David found
weight differencesthat (althoughsmallerthan Bertier's) were a good deal too large to be
consistentwith Coultaud'sand Mercier'sresults.67One would thinkthat if David were the
author of the fraudulentpapers he would at least have made his weight measurements
consistentwith the pendulumexperiments.Moreover,in his correspondencewith Le Sage
just before the controversybegan, as well as in an article he published duringthe course
of the affair, David continued to stress his own personal definition of the vertical-a
preoccupationwithout any obvious echoes in the papersof Coultaudand Mercier.68
66

Bertier,"R6tractiondu Pere Bertier de l'Oratoire"(cit. n. 64), p. 462.
For a claim that the weight increases in proportionto a body's distance from the center of the earth see
David, Dissertation sur la cause de la pesanteur (cit. n. 33), p. 106. In Mercier's three trials, the fractional
change in clock rate per foot of etevation differencewas about 5 X 10-8. Coultaud'sexperimentsproducedthe
same result. The implied fractionalchanges in weight per foot of elevation difference would be twice these (if
correctly computed) or equal to these (as mistakenly computed by Coultaudand Mercier). As we have seen,
David's direct measurementof weight differences gave fractionalchanges in weight per foot of elevation of
about 3 X 10-7. Thus, David's results are from threeto six times too large to be consistentwith Coultaud'sand
Mercier's.
68 Jean-PierreDavid to Le Sage, 27 Feb. 1768, BPU, MS Suppl. 512, fols. 212-214; and David, "Lettre...
sur la pesanteurdes corps" (cit. n. 55).
67
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FIgure3. Hyacinthe-Sigismond
Gerdil,as picturedon a commemorativemedallionstruckafterhis
death. Was he Jean Couftaud?The mottoon the reverse is Religioet Sapientia.(Courtesyof
Bib/iothequeNationale,Paris.)

Bertieris the most attractivesuspect of the three. He was a staunchCartesian,opposed
to Newtomianattractionfor philosophicalas well as religious reasons.He based the whole
fourth volume of his PhysicalPrincipleson Coultaud's experiment.Ultimately, he confirmed Coultaud's results by means of balance experimentsconducted in the Churchof
the Oratory.Moreover, Bertier's contemporariesdoubted his good faith. Le Sage joked
that Bertier's papers must have been composed by the same counterfeiterswho had inventedCoultaudandMercier.HereLe Sage came as close to accusingBertierof fabricating
his results as good mannerswould allow. Rozier, the editor of Observations
sur la Physique,addressedBertierin print:"Be of good faith, FatherBertier."Rozier reportedthat in
his own repetitionsof Bertier'sexperiment,in the dome of the Invalides, the results were
variable. He asked Bertier whether he had reportedall of his results, or only those that
were favorableto his hypothesis.69LalandedoubtedthatBertierhadreally performedthese
expenimentsat all.
However, Bertier's confused behavior when the fraud was unmasked seems to speak
for his innocence. He acknowledged that Le Sage's proofs were adequate.Then, after
admittingthat Coultaudand Mercierwere fictitiouspersons, he continuedto speak of his
experiments atsconfirmingtheirs. And yet the weight differences Bertier reportedwere
hundredsof times too greatto be consistentwith the experimentsof Coultaudand Mercier.
Finally, Bertier's competence in physics was minimal. His argumentsfrom everyday expeniencein supportof Coultaud'sresults are obscure, difficultto follow, and often simply
incompetent.The fraudulentpapersby Coultaudand Mercierwere writtenwith luminous
clarityand meticulousattentionto detail. The personwho wrote themwas a betterphysicist
and a better writer than Bertier (better, too, than La Perriereor David). We must view
Bertier as the most pitiable victim of this fraud- and of his own self-delusion. He was
completely taken in and based a system of physics on the fraudulentexperiments.
69

Rozier, "Observationssur la lettre du Pere Bertier"(cit. n. 54), p. 460.
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In a detective story, it is bad manners to introduce a new suspect late in the plot.
However, in this case, all our leads have played out. Who were Coultaudand Mercier?
The evidence suggests that there was but a single swindler.The two papersare similarin
style. The details of Mercier'sexperimentalarrangementsare only slightly differentfrom
those of Coultaud.Moreover,both writerscommit the same errorin mathematicalreasoning.
As we have seen, both Coultaudand Mercierfind that the differencebetween the rates
of two clocks is proportionalto the difference in elevation between the two stations. Let
codenote the angularfrequencyof the pendulumand r its distance from the center of the
earth. Let Axo denote the small change in co associated with a small increase Ar in r.
Coultaud's andMercier's datagive Ao/o = Ar/r.However, if the weight of the bob really
does increase in direct proportionto the distance from the center of the earth (i.e., if g
cx r), they should have found Ao/o= Ar/2r. The 1/2arises from the fact that covaries as
the squareroot of g.70 The empiricalresult of Coultaudand Mercier (that Ao/o = Ar/r)
actually leads to the conclusion that g increases as the square of the distance from the
center of the earth!So it is clear that the forger began with the idea that weight ought to
be proportionalto distancefromthe centerof the earthandthathe contriveddatato support
this view; but, because he was not well enough schooled in analysis, his invented data do
not actually supportthe conclusion he wanted to draw.
Our forger was an able and literate writer, broadly though superficiallyeducated in
physics, but he was not a user of any but the most elementarymathematics.ThatCoultaud's
experimentswere set in Savoy and Mercier'sin Valais may point to an Alpine connection
for the forger. A resident of Savoy or of Valais would also have had no trouble making
the posting of his communicationsto Paris look plausible. Who was Jean Coultaud?We
cannot overlook the possibility thathe was someone outside the circle of anti-Newtonians
who participatedin the public debate. "JeanCoultaud"may have lobbed his two bombs
in from outside and then sat back to watch the fun. Indeed, I shall argue that he was
Hyacinthe-SigismondGerdil-theologian, Cartesianphilosopher, later a cardinal of the
Catholic Church,and, in the last years of his life, a candidatefor the papacy (see Figure
3).71

Hyacinthe-SigismondGerdil (1718-1802) was born at Samoens in Savoy to parentsof
modest station.As a boy Gerdil studiedin the schools of the Barnabiteorder,and he later
decided to enter the priesthood as a Barnabitehimself. While pursuing his theological
studiesat Bologna, he attractedthe attentionof ArchbishopLambertini,laterPope Benedict
XIV, who became his protector and helped advance his career. The young Gerdil so
distinguishedhimself by his knack for languages and his flair for philosophy that he was
named, at the age of nineteen, to the chair of philosophy at the University of Macerata,
from which he soon moved on to Casal. During this period, Savoy, Piedmont, and the
island of Sardiniamade up one kingdom, known as the Kingdom of Sardiniaand ruled
by the House of Savoy from the capital city of Turin. Gerdil found favor with the court,
which in 1749 gave him the chair of philosophy at the University of Turin and, later, the
chairof moraltheology. At the suggestionof Pope BenedictXIV, King Charles-Emmanuel
70 If L is the length of the pendulum, elementary mechanics gives co = (glL)112.
Taking differentials, we
find dco/co= dgl2g. If, following Cartesian sentiment, we suppose that g varies directly as the distance r
from the center of the earth, then dglg = drlr. So, by substitution,Coultaudand Mercier should have found
do/o = dr/2r.
71 When Gerdil moved from a French-speakingto an Italian-speakingculture, he Italianized his name to
GiacintoSigismondo Gerdil.His writingsare most convenientlyconsultedin Opera edite e inedite del cardinale
Giacinto SigismondoGerdil, 20 vols. (Rome, 1806-1821).
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III of Sardiniamade Gerdilthe tutorof his son, the Princeof Piedmont,laterKing CharlesEmmanuelIV. In 1777 Gerdil was made a cardinaland called to Rome by Pope Pius VI,
who named him bishop of Dibbon, consultor of the Holy Office, correctorof orienlal
books, and prefect of the Propaganda.On the death of Pius VI, Gerdil was among those
considered for the papacy at the conclave of Venice in 1800, but he was passed over
because of the opposition of the GermanEmperor.72
Now, let us recall that Jean Coultauddated his letter to the Journal des Beaux-Artset
des Sciences "at Samoens in Faucigny, Province of Savoy," and thathe describedhimself
as a "formerprofessor of physics at Turin."During the Coultaud-Mercieraffair Gerdil
lived in Turin,where he taughtat the universityand later acted as tutorto the king's son.
Moreover,Gerdil was a native of Samoens. Gerdilis mentionedby Le Sage as one of the
personshe consultedin his searchfor the mysteriousCoultaud.But Le Sage seems to have
had no suspicions of Gerdil.
Throughouthis career,Gerdil was a defenderof spiritualphilosophy and an opponent
of materialismand deism. He was also the authorof an Anti-Emiledirected against the
educationalphilosophyof Jean-JacquesRousseau.Gerdil's Cartesiansympathiesare clear
in his Historyof the Sects of the Philosophers.73In this surveyof philosophyfrom antiquity
to the eighteenth century, probably compiled in conjunction with his teaching, Gerdil
praises Newton as a great man, but he devotes three times as much space to Descartes as
to Newton.
For Gerdil, attractionwas the most objectionableaspect of the Newtonian world view,
and he dealt with it head-on in several publicationsthat asserted the incompatibilityof
attractionwith the phenomena.The first of these was a paper on the natureof cohesion,
publishedin the Journaldes SCavansin 1752. Gerdilalso claimedto find in the phenomena
of capillaritycompelling argumentsagainst the reality of attraction.For example, if one
applies a little grease to the inside of a capillarytube, water will not rise in it. We could
hardlysay thatthe attractionof the glass for the wateris eliminatedby the presenceof the
grease; so it is clear that the so-called attractionnever existed in the first place. Gerdil's
attackon attractionwas elaboratedinto a book-lengthDissertation on the Incompatibility
of Attractionwith the Phenomena, and on Capillary Tubes, published at Paris in 1754.
His alternativeto attractionwas elucidatedin the closing sections of this book: vortices.
Le Sage regardedGerdil as one of the principalopponents of Newton's system-along
with Louis-BertrandCastel, Bertier,and lesjournalistesde Trevoux.74
The evidence against Gerdil is, to be sure, mostly circumstantial.He was a Cartesian
naturalphilosopherdevoted to vortices and opposed to attraction.Like the fictitious Jean
Coultaud, Gerdil was a native of Samoens who had taught at the University of Turin.
Gerdil thus had both motive and opportunity.Moreover, there is a certain similarity in
72 The biographicalinformationon Gerdil is based on the articles in Biographie universelle (cit. n. 25) and in
The Catholic Encyclopedia (New York: EncyclopediaPress, 1913).
73 H.-S. Gerdil, R6flexionssur la theorie et la pratique de l'education contre les principes de M. Rousseau
(Turin, 1763) (in some later editions this was given the title Anti-Emile,ou Reflexionssur la theorie .. .; it is
reprintedin Opera, Vol. 1, pp. 1-126); and Gerdil,Histoire des sectes des philosophes (Opera, Vol. 1, pp. 224282).
74 H.-S. Gerdil, "Memoire sur la cause physique de la cohesion des hemispheres de Magdebourg ...,"
J.
Scavans, May 1752, pp. 273-284; and Gerdil, Dissertations sur l'incompatibilitede l'attraction et de ses differentes loix, avec les phenomenes;et sur les tuyauxcapillaries (Paris, 1754) (Opera, Vol. 5, pp. 181-253). For
Le Sage's view of Gerdil's prominenceas an anti-Newtoniansee Le Sage, draft of a letter to David (undated,
but probably 1775), BPU, MS Suppl. 517, fol. 192v. The Jesuit Louis-BertrandCastel had been a pugnacious
andfrequentcontributorto, andeffectively a memberof the staff of, the Journalde Trevouxuntilhe was squeezed
out by G.-F. Berthier.
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style between the papersof Coultaudand Mercierand the physical treatisesof Gerdil. In
its simple directnessand clarity,as well as in its use of relatively shortsentences,Gerdil's
writing is much closer to that of Coultaudand Mercierthan are the obscure, lengthy, and
complex sentencesof Bertierand La Perriere.But what might have promptedhim to send
a paper to the Journal des Beaux-Artset des Sciences in 1769, fifteen years after writing
his treatiseon the incompatibilityof attractionwith the phenomena?
Gerdil was not permittedto stop thinking altogetherabout the phenomena of weight
after the publication of his book against attractionin 1754. For Le Sage tried, though
withoutmuch success, to engage him in a correspondenceaboutultramundanecorpuscles.
But the precipitatingevent was probablya paperby Lalande,publishedin the Journal des
SCavansin 1768. Here LalandecriticizedGerdil's treatmentof capillarityand his claim to
have found evidence againstattraction.In responseto Gerdil's experimentwith the greased
capillarytube, Lalandepointed out that drops of water, placed on the top of a dry glass
tube in the air, are drawnin; but the dropswill not descend, or even enter, a greasedtube.
We would hardlyinfer the unrealityof gravitationfrom the failureof the dropsto descend
in this situation.Indeed,accordingto Lalande,the whole body of experimentson capillarity
seemed ratherto confirm the reality of attraction.Lalande went so far as to say, "The
elevation of the fluid that one observes in these tubes appearsto me, of all the phenomena
of experimentalphysics, the one which best proves attraction."75
Lalande's paper,which turnedGerdil's argumentsupside down, must have set him to
thinkingonce again about the need for an experimentalrefutationof attraction.Lalande's
paperwas publishedin the issue of the Journaldes SCavansfor October 1768. Coultaud's
letterto the Journaldes Beaux-Artset des Sciences was datedNovember 1768. Did Gerdil
sit down, a month after reading Lalande's attack on his own treatise,to write out a new
proof of the incompatibilityof attractionwith the phenomena?
LAST LIGHT ON A WORLD VIEW

Bertier's retractionclosed the affair, which had run for eight years. Neither Bertier's experiments, nor his thought experiments, nor his plea that the system of attractionwas
incompatiblewith religion, nor yet the fraudcommittedby Coultaudand Mercier-whoever they were-had sufficed to call Newton's theory of universal gravitationseriously
into question. By the 1770s the French anti-Newtonianswere relegated to the fringes of
the scientific community. Theirs was the last generation of anti-Newtoniansto receive
serious attentionin a specialized scientificjournal (Observationssur la Physique). Their
fate was perhapsalreadyprefiguredin the role played by a literaryjournal (Journal des
Beaux-Artset des Sciences) in the early stages of the controversy.
The marginalityof the French anti-Newtoniansin the 1760s and 1770s is evident in a
numberof traitsthey tendedto share.First,most of them were alreadyof advancedyears.
Thus, when Coultaud'spaper was published in 1769, Gerdil was in his fifties, Bertierin
his sixties, and La Perrierein his seventies. (The only youngster among them was the
medical doctor, David, who was in his thirties.) The anti-Newtonianssoon disappeared
because they could not live forever. Second, none of them was well connected to the
Parisianworld of academicscience. La Perrierewas a freelancecrank.David's credentials
75 Joseph-JeromeLe
Franqaisde Lalande, "Lettresur les tubes capillaries . . . " J. S!avans, Oct. 1768, pp.
723-743, on p. 724. That Le Sage tried to induce Gerdil to consider his ultramundanecorpuscles is clear in an
undeliveredletter to Gerdil in which Le Sage makes reference to an earlier communication:BPU, MS Suppl.
517, fol. 328.
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were due to his connections to a provincial academy, that of Rouen. Only Bertier could
claim an affiliationto the Paris academy, and that as a mere correspondantwho turned
out to be an embarrassmentto the academicians.Third,the die-hardanti-Newtonianswere
all hostile to mathematics.Bertier's Physical Principles was intended as an explicitly
physical-that is, nonmathematical-complementto the MathematicalPrinciples of Newton. David, in his Dissertationon the Figure of the Earth,assuredhis readersthat"algebra
is less necessaryto physics thanis commonly believed."La Perriere's dreamlikeelectrical
system of the universewas expressedin entirelynonmathematicallanguage.Moreover,in
his BurlesqueDecree, La Perriereaccused the Cartesi-Newtonianestablishmentof enveloping theirarguments"withall the apparatusof calculations,algebraiccharacters,scientific
terms, and jargon, suited to forbid access to the vulgar layman and to prevent him from
Gerdil's Discourse on the Incompatibility
unfolding and unmaskingtheir charlatanry."76
of Attractionwith the Phenomena similarlyhad no need of mathematics.
The marginalityof the anti-Newtoniansof the 1760s and 1770s is also apparentin the
confidenceof the Newtonianestablishmentthatsecond- and third-stringNewtonianswere
up to the task of crushing them. The Paris Academy of Sciences never became directly
involved. D'Alembert and Lalande made brief replies to the articles of Coultaud and
Mercier but did not let themselves be drawn into a public dispute. After the first round,
the academicianspreferredto work behind the scenes. For example, Le Sage's letter in
Observationssur la Physiqueunmaskingthe fraudwas introducedby an unsigned,strongly
worded statementthat reviewed the controversyaroundthe experimentsof Coultaudand
Mercierand concluded:"His [Le Sage's] letter ... will decide what one ought to think of
them."The readermight easily assume that this preface was writtenby the editor;in fact,
it was writtenby Lalande.7 Nevertheless,the burdenof the fight againstthe anti-Newtonians was borne by Le Sage, Rozier, and the membersof the Academy of Dijon.
Finally, it is clear that in 1770 there was no such thing as a unified Cartesianphysics;
indeed, there never had been. There existed only a sharedbelief in vortices and a dislike
for action at a distance.The anti-Newtoniansdid not have a unifiedposition on any other
majorissue. They disagreedaboutthe details of the mechanicalcause of weight, and none
of them could calculate anythingof interestfrom the vague principlesenunciatedin their
streamof discourseson the cause of weight. They even disagreedwith one anotherabout
the shape of the earth:David held that it was elongated at the poles, Bertier that it was
flattened,and La Perrierethat it was perfectly spherical.The anti-Newtonianswere defeated because their systems had nothing to offer in comparisonwith the demonstrated
calculatingpower of Newton's physics.
What were the motives of the rear-guardanti-Newtonians?Bertier,Gerdil, and Aubert
(the editor of the reactionaryJournal de Beaux-Artset des Sciences) were clerics. Bertier
saw attractionas incompatiblewith truereligion. Gerdil,a more sophisticatedthinkerthan
Bertier,is harderto assess. But the fusion of Cartesiannaturalphilosophy with Catholic
theology that characterizedFrenchthoughtat the beginning of the centuryalso fully characterizedGerdil's world view. As for Aubert, althoughhe was certainlydisposed to conservatismin all spheres, he seems to have been no worse than a mere opportunistin this
affair. For the conventionally religious among the anti-Newtonians,religion did play a
part in shaping reactions to scientific developments. But it would be wrong to equate
76 David, Dissertation sur lefigure de la terre (1771) (cit. n. 39), p. 10; and La Perriere,Arret burlesque (cit.
n. 18), pp. 5-6.
77 Le Sage, "Lettrede M. Lesage" (cit. n. 42). Le Sage says plainly that the preface was writtenby Lalande
in Le Sage to Jean-AndreDeluc, 31 May 1773, BPU, MS Fr. 2464, fol. 160.
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conventional religiosity with anti-Newtonianismin the late Enlightenment.Rozier (the
editor of Observationssur la Physique) and the astronomerAlexandre-GuyPingre (who
published a caustic review of Bertier's Physical Principles in the Journal de Trevoux)
were also clerics. Moreover,many of the repetitionsof Bertier's experimentwere carried
out in church towers. The members of the Academy of Dijon went out of their way to
thankthe local clergy for their helpfulness in making the churchavailable to them.78
RobertDarntonhas chronicledthe rapidexpansionof "GrubStreet"in the mid-Enlightenment.79Young and not-so-youngmen convergedon Paris, strugglingto make names as
writers,philosophes, or scientists. What characterizedthem as a group was not so much
a political position (royalist or republican,encyclopedisteor devot) as the fact that they
were outsiderswantingin-into the academiesand into a pension. The popularpress was
their principaltool. Although La Perriere,Bertier,and David were certainlynot members
of the literaryundergrounddescribedby Darnton,there is ratheran odor of Grub Street
about this affair. La Perriere'sand David's angry ranting against the establishmentfor
attemptingto silence them and Bertier'ssycophanticflatteringof the Academy of Sciences
for not endorsingany system were two kinds of behaviorfamiliarin Grub Street.
But it is importantto note that, in many ways, the third-stringNewtonians were not
terriblydifferentfrom their anti-Newtonianopponents. Le Sage's level of mathematical
ability was higher than that of Bertier,David, or La Perriere,but he too had been left far
behind by d'Alembert and the other leading mathematicalphysicists. Le Sage privately
criticized d'Alembert's papers on the experimentsof Coultaudand Mercier, saying they
were "morefull of calculationthan of reasoning."80Of course, Le Sage did have a valid
complaint;for in treatingthe experimentsas real, d'Alemberthad missed the point.
The similarityof the two groupsled to a phenomenonwe might call marginalvalidation.
Figures, such as Le Sage, who were near but still inside the marginof respectabilitywere
willing to engage in discourse with figures, such as David and La Perriere,whom the
Newtonian establishmentconsidered to be definitely beyond the pale. Thus, while La
Condamine had stiff-armedDavid, Le Sage was pleased to correspond with him and
promisedto discuss David's ideas in the greatHistoryof Weighthe was perpetuallywriting.
To some extent, this process of marginalvalidation was aided by the system of French
provincial academies (as in David's case) and by the naming of correspondantsto the
Paris academy (as in Bertier's).
The common aspirationsof the two groupsshow up very clearly in Le Sage's campaign
to have himself named a foreign member of the Royal Society of London. In the fall of
1767, just before the Coultaud-Mercieraffair began, Le Sage was nominatedby three
fellow Genevans who were alreadyforeign members,as well as by three domestic members. But when the nominationwas taken up for final decision in the spring of 1768, Le
Sage failed. The statutesof the Royal Society stipulatedthat no more than two foreign
memberscould be elected in a single year. Le Sage was squeezed out by two candidates
who had been nominatedtwo weeks ahead of him and who also had more'distinguished
records:the naturalistLazzaroSpallanzani... and FatherBertierof the Oratoryof Paris.
78 Alexandre-GuyPingre, "Lettresur les Principes physiques ... par le P. Bertierde l'Oratoire,"J. Trevoux,
Dec. 1763, p. 2938; and [Commissionof the Academy of Dijon], "Memoiredans lequel on indique les causes
qui peuvent changeraccidentellementles effets apparensde la pesanteurdes corps a des hauteursinegales" (cit.
n. 56).
79 Robert Darnton, The Literary Undergroundof the Old Regime (Cambridge,Mass.: HarvardUniv. Press,
1982).
80Le Sage to Deluc, 31 May 1773, BPU, MS Fr. 2464, fol. 162.
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Among those who signed Bertier'scertificateof nominationwere d'AlembertandLalande.
One can only assume that they later felt regrets.
A few years laterLe Sage triedagain.In 1773 his friendDeluc settledin England,where
he became readerto Queen Charlotte,wife of George III. Le Sage encouragedhis friend
to help the membersof the Royal Society appreciate"the little service I have renderedto
the system of Newton" by revealing the Coultaud-Mercierfraud as well as by criticizing
the experimentsof Bertier, "even though [Bertier]is a member of the Royal Society."
Unwilling to leave mattersto chance, Le Sage sent handwrittencopies of his published
papers to MatthewMaty, secretaryof the Royal Society. Le Sage's goal was realized in
1775, when he was elected a foreign memberof the Royal Society.81
Of all the participantsin this affair,only Coultaudand Mercieraspiredneitherto fame
nor to pensions. They publishedunder pseudonyms and never stepped forwardto claim
theirrewards.Whateverthe motives of all the othersmight have been, Jean Coultaudwas
probablymotivatedby philosophicalconviction.
La Perrieredied in 1776, just before Bertier'sretraction.Bertierhimself was in decline,
but unrepentant.A year after his "retraction,"Bertier published his History of the First
Timesof the World,in which he demonstratedthe complete agreementbetween Cartesian
physics and the biblical accountof the creation.This work achieved a certaincelebrityfor
its claim that, to understandthe Book of Genesis properly, one must read it backward.
The Churchof the Oratory,because of its proximity to the Louvre, continuedto enjoy a
special relationshipto the court,as well as to the Academy of Sciences. When an important
member of the royal family marriedor celebratedthe birth of a child, fell sick or died,
religious services were held at the Oratory.All these events were attendedby membersof
the Academy of Sciences. FatherBertierofficiated at some of these ceremonies and long
retainedthe rightof saying mass for the Academy itself.82At the Oratory,the academicians
attended services they could not politely avoid. There, kneeling before Father Bertier,
correspondant,they could contemplatethe upper reaches of the church, where the most
unrepentantCartesianof them all had placed his balancesin an effort to banish attraction
from the lexicon of physics.
81
Le Sage to Deluc, 16 Nov. 1773, BPU, MS Fr. 2464, fol. 164. For the history of Le Sage's two candidacies
see Royal Society (London),Journal Book of the Royal Society, Vol. 26, meetings of 12 Nov., 26 Nov. 1767,
2 June 1768, Vol. 28, meeting of 1 June 1775. For Le Sage's correspondencewith Maty see Royal Society,
L & P [Lettersand Papers],Vol. 6, p. 199.
82 Joseph-EtienneBertier,Histoire des premiers temps du monde,prouve'epar l'accord de la physique avec
la Genese, par les philosophes, etc. (Paris, 1778). On Bertier's role at the Paris Oratorysee Roger Hahn, The
Anatomy of a Scientific Institution:The Paris Academy of Sciences, 1666-1803 (Berkeley: Univ. California
Press, 1971), p. 74.
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APPENDIX. Outline of the Published Debate
1769
1770

June
July
December
March

1771

February
December

1772

January
February
March
April
May

1773

July
August
November
December
February
April
May
September
October
November

1774

February
October
November
December

1775

February
April

1776

July
January
May

1777

June

Coultaud(cit. n. 4)
d'Alembert(cit. n. 10)
La Perriere(cit. n. 21)
Anonymous lettera
Bertier(cit. n. 30)
La Perriere(cit. n. 21)
Mercier(cit. n. 13)
David (cit. n. 39)
Genet (cit. n. 12)
Bertier(cit. n. 31)
Bertier(cit. n. 31)
Le Sage (cit. n. 41)
La Perriere(cit. n. 21)
Bertier(cit. n. 31)
Bertier(cit. n. 31)
Lalande(cit. n. 14)
Anonymous Genevanb
Bertier(cit. n. 31)
Anonymous Genevanc
Le Sage (cit. n. 42)
Bertier(cit. n. 30)
Anonymous letterd
Bertier(cit. n. 49)
Bertier(cit. n. 50)
Bertier(cit. n. 50)
La Perriere(cit. n. 51)
Bertier(cit. n. 50)
Le Sage (cit. n. 53)
d'Alembert(cit. n. 9)
Anonymous review (cit. n. 32)
David (cit. n. 55)

JBAS
JBAS
JBAS
JBAS
Principes physiques, Vol. 4
JBAS
JBAS
Dissertation, 2nd ed.
JBAS
JE
JBAS
JBAS
JBAS
JBAS
JBAS
JS
JBAS
JBAS
JBAS
OP
JBAS
JBAS
OP
JBAS
SC
OP
JBAS
OP
Opuscules,Vol. 6
SC
OP

Cottee

OP

Bertier(cit. n. 32)
Bertier(cit. n. 54)
Adam (cit. n. 55)
David (cit. n. 58)
Rozier (cit. n. 54)
David (cit. n. 55)
Bertierl
Bertier(cit. n. 32)
Academy of Dijon (cit. n. 56)
Dolomieu (cit. n. 56)
Le Sageg
Leroy (cit. n. 63)
Pringle (cit. n. 63)
Bertier(cit. n. 64)

SC
JPL
JPL
OP
OP
OP
OP
OP
OP
OP
OP
OP
OP
OP

Abbreviations:JBAS = Journaldes Beaux-Artset des Sciences; JE = JournalEncylopedique;JPL = Journal
de Politique et de Litterature;JS = Journal des SVavans;OP = Observationssur la Physique; SC = Suite de
la Clef
aAnonymous, "Lettre a Monsieur l'Abb6 Aubert . . . ," JBAS, Mar. 1770, pp. 433-436.

bAnonymoussavantof Geneva, "R6flexionssur la maniered'estimerl'action de la pesanteura deux distances
diff6rentesde la surface de la terre;pour servir de r6ponse a la premieredes d6monstrationspropos6es par la
Pere Berthier . . . ," JBAS, Nov. 1772, pp. 197-198.

cAnonymoussavant of Geneva, "R6flexions ... pour servir de reponse aux d6monstrations2e & 3e du P.
Bertier ...," JBAS,Feb. 1773, pp. 224-238 (this continues the letter publishedin the Nov. 1772 issue).
dAnonymQus,"Lettrea M. le Chevalierde ***," JBAS, Sept. 1773, pp. 520-527.
eLouisCotte, OP, Oct. 1774, pp. 340-341.
fJoseph-EtienneBertier,"Lettredu Pere Bertierde l'Oratoire. . . ," OP, Apr. 1775, p. 305.
gGeorges-LouisLe Sage, "Exp6rienceset vues, sur l'intensit6de la pesanteurdans l'int6rieurde la terre,OP,
Jan. 1776, pp. 1-12.
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